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Abstract 
 
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a fatal neurodegenerative disease 

characterized by the loss of upper and lower motor neurons. Despite one hundred 

and fifty years since the first characterization of the disease, an effective treatment 

for patients has remained elusive. ALS patients often present with systemic 

metabolic defects that correlate with disease progression. Exactly how metabolic 

alterations contribute to disease pathogenesis is poorly understood. Our laboratory 

has developed a Drosophila model of ALS based on the genetic overexpression 

of TAR DNA binding protein 43 (TDP-43), a protein that is found in pathological 

aggregates in over 97% of all ALS patients. Using this model, we find metabolic 

alterations in long chain fatty acids and glycolysis end-products - suggesting 

altered mitochondrial function and altered glucose metabolism. Dietary 

supplementation with either medium chained fatty acids, ketone precursors, or 

glucose improves the locomotor function of TDP-43 expressing flies. Indeed, 

increased glucose availability through genetic expression of human glucose 

transporter 3 in motor neurons improves TDP-43 induced locomotor defects, 

improves synaptic vesicle function, and increases the number of boutons at the 

neuromuscular junction. Moreover, Pfk mRNA, an indicator of glycolytic flux, is 

upregulated in flies, patient derived motor neurons differentiated from induced 

pluripotent stem cells and ALS spinal cords. Interestingly, Pfk overexpression 

rescues TDP-43 induced locomotor defects – suggesting that increasing the rate 

of glycolysis in motor neurons is neuroprotective.  Together, these findings show 

that there are clear metabolic alterations in the central nervous system of a 
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Drosophila model of ALS that can be mitigated by either increasing the availability 

of medium-chained fatty acids, or increasing the rate of glycolysis. 

Explanation of the dissertation format 
 
This thesis is in accordance with the policies of the Graduate College and the 

Molecular and Cellular Biology Department dissertation guidelines at the 

University of Arizona. This body of work contributes to the current understanding 

of metabolic alterations in ALS, and includes multiple suggested avenues for 

therapeutic interventions. Published manuscripts are included as appendices 

throughout this Dissertation. The contribution of the individuals who made this work 

possible is listed below.   

 

Contributions to the work: 

Appendix A: Ernesto Manzo edited the manuscript, reviewed the citations, re-

wrote the section on carbohydrate metabolism, and created the model figure. Archi 

Joardar and Daniela C. Zarnescu wrote and edited the manuscript.   

Appendix B: Ernesto Manzo conducted the larval turning corresponding to FUS. 

He also prepared larval samples for metabolomics analysis and interpreted the 

data from the mass spec analysis. All other experiments were conducted by Archi 

Joardar, Judith Menzl, Taylor C. Podolsky, Patricia S. Estes and Sarah Ashford. 

Archi Joardar, Ernesto Manzo and Daniela C. Zarnescu designed the experiments, 

analyzed the data, made figures and wrote the manuscript.  

Appendix C: Ernesto Manzo helped collect samples for metabolomics analysis 

and conducted the larval turning for the genetic interaction experiments. Abigail G. 
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O'Conner conducted the larval turning for the feeding experiments. Jordan M. 

Barrows and Dakotah D. Shreiner performed the qPCR – Ernesto, Dakotah and 

Jordan dissected VNC samples for the experiments. Daniela Zarnescu and 

Ernesto Manzo designed the experiments, made all of the figures and wrote the 

manuscript. Ernesto Manzo also trained the undergraduates that worked on this 

paper.  

Appendix D: Ernesto Manzo conducted the larval turning experiments for GLUT3, 

GLUT4 and BG487. He also generated recombinant lines with TDP-43 and either 

GLUT3 or GLUT4 - and used these lines to conduct survival experiments. Abigail 

G. O'Conner conducted larval turning and lifespan experiments for high sugar 

feeding experiments and Pfk genetic interactions; Ernesto confirmed the genetic 

interaction experiment independently. Ernesto Manzo and Dianne Barrameda 

dissected larval samples, imaged, and conducted the analysis for all NMJ 

experiments including bouton imaging at the NMJ, FM1-43 dye uptake assays, and 

FRET based glucose sensor imaging. Jordan M. Barrows and Dakotah D. Shreiner 

performed the qPCR – Jordan, Dakotah, and Ernesto dissected VNCs for analysis. 

Jean-Charles Liévens conducted the adult negative geotaxis test. Ileana Lorenzini, 

Alexander Starr, and Rita Sattler conducted all human iPSC experiments. Tina 

Kovalik and Robert Bowser conducted human spinal cord experiments. Daniela 

Zarnescu and Ernesto Manzo designed the experiments, made all of the figures 

and wrote the manuscript. Ernesto Manzo also trained the undergraduates that 

worked on this paper. 
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION 
 

The French neurologist Jean-Martin Charcot first described ALS in 1869 

making the first link between patient spasticity and motor neuron loss (Kumar et 

al., 2011; Rowland, 2001). The loss of motor neurons manifests in a rapidly 

progressive paralysis that is invariably fatal. The median lifespan of patients post-

diagnosis is 2-3 years and affects between 2-5 individuals per 100,000 

(Benjaminsen et al., 2018; Logroscino et al., 2010; Mehta et al., 2018).  

In the 150 years since Charcot’s description of ALS, patients have few 

options for treatment. Riluzole, a glutamate release inhibitor, increases patient 

survival by three months, but has no effect on functional ability (Bensimon et al., 

1994; Lacomblez et al., 1996). More recently, Edaravone, an intravenous free 

radical scavenger, has been FDA approved to treat ALS patients (Rothstein, 2017). 

However, Edaravone is only effective in a well-defined subset of ALS patients that 

have not yet developed a severe deterioration in functionality (Abe et al., 2014, 

2017; Writing et al., 2017). The combined limited efficacy of the available drugs for 

ALS highlights the urgent need for advanced therapeutic strategies.  

 ALS is a complex genetic disorder. There are multiple genetic and 

environmental factors that contribute to the manifestation of the disease. Genetic 

variation in over twenty genes can be causative of ALS (White and Sreedharan, 

2016). Of note, families with the same disease causing variant can develop the 

disease at different times (Van Deerlin et al., 2008). Adding to the complexity, 

multiple disease causing variants in one individual accelerates the development of 

the disease (Naruse et al., 2019). 
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ALS is divided into two functional categories known as familial ALS (fALS) 

and sporadic ALS (sALS). Genetic variants that cause fALS cases can be traced 

through a family history, while sALS cases develop without a known family history. 

fALS accounts for ~10% of all patients, while ~90% of patients are categorized as 

sporadic forms of the disease. Clinically, sALS and fALS are indistinguishable. The 

functions of the causative genes of familial ALS include regulation of oxidative 

stress (SOD1), RNA metabolism (TDP-43, FUS, C9orf79), proteasome mediated 

degradation (VCP, UBQLN), mitochondrial dysfunction (CHCHD10), and many 

others (Müller et al., 2014; Renton et al., 2014).  

TDP-43 and ALS 
 

The identification of the TAR DNA binding protein TDP-43 has become the 

cornerstone of ALS pathology (Neumann et al., 2006). TDP-43 protein inclusions 

are a common pathological feature of 97% of patients even when there are no 

discernable variants in the TDP-43 gene (Ling et al., 2013). These protein 

aggregates are phosphorylated, ubiquitinated, truncated in ~25 and ~35kd 

fragments, and stain negative for Tau (Arai et al., 2006; Hasegawa et al., 2008; 

Igaz et al., 2009).  

Mutations in TDP-43 only account for ∼3% of fALS and ∼1.5% of sALS 

cases (Lattante et al., 2013). To date, there are 52 missense mutations, one 

truncation, and one insertion/deletion in TDP-43 that are causative of ALS (Buratti, 

2015).  Understanding TDP-43’s function has been critical for understanding the 

molecular mechanisms that underlie the progression of the disease.  
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TDP-43 is a member of the heterogeneous ribonucleoprotein (hnRNP) 

family that is involved in regulating gene expression. TDP-43 protein comprises an 

N-terminus that contains a nuclear export signal embedded in one of two RNA 

recognition motifs (RRMs) and a C-terminal region referred to as the low 

complexity domain. With the exception of three mutations, all of the disease 

causing variants identified in TDP-43 are located within the low complexity domain 

(Buratti, 2015). Interestingly, much of the N-terminus and the RRMs are highly 

conserved, suggesting that the function of the protein is highly dependent on the 

genetic integrity of these regions (Chang and Huang, 2016). Conversely, mutations 

in the low complexity domain may be tolerated during development, but can 

predispose the individual to developing ALS during aging. Mechanistically, 

mutations in the low complexity domain have been found to increase the 

propensity of TDP-43 to aggregate in vitro and in vivo (Johnson et al., 2009; Liu-

Yesucevitz et al., 2010). The D169G and K263E mutations found in the RRM 

domain of TDP-43 have also been predicted to enhance protein-protein 

interactions (Bhandare and Ramaswamy, 2018). The increased propensity of 

TDP-43 to aggregate in disease state may lead to the formation of irreversible 

aggregates that are found in post-mortem tissue (Ramaswami et al., 2013).  

TDP-43 is able to bind both DNA and RNA via its two RRMs that 

preferentially bind TG/UG rich sequences (Kuo et al., 2009). TDP-43’s ability to 

bind both DNA and RNA allows it to regulate mRNA stability, transcription, and 

alternative splicing of pre-mRNA (Arnold et al., 2013; Morera et al., 2013). For 

example, TDP-43 has been found to regulate splicing of multiple genes including 
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the human cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator  gene (Buratti et 

al., 2001) exon 9; it can auto-regulate TDP-43 maturation (Bembich et al., 2014); 

and it also associates with RNA splicing machinery (Freibaum et al., 2010). 

Moreover, TDP-43 has been found to be necessary for efficient stress granule 

formation in primary mouse neurons and astrocytes (Khalfallah et al., 2018). TDP-

43 also plays an important role in translation, and has been shown to regulate the 

translation of futsch/MAP1B mRNA by binding its 5’UTR (Coyne et al., 2014, 

2017a; Romano et al., 2016).  

In addition to its role in RNA biology, TDP-43 has been found to associate 

with mitochondria in ALS. Disease causing TDP-43 variants localize to the inner 

mitochondrial membrane where they reduce complex I assembly in both human 

cell lines and TDP-43 transgenic mice; specifically, mutant TDP-43 binds 

mitochondria-transcribed mRNA encoding respiratory complex I subunits ND3 and 

ND6 (Wang et al., 2016). In Drosophila, the neuronal expression of TDP-43 results 

in abnormally small mitochondria and the reduction of the mitochondrial pro-fusion 

protein mitofusin/marf; the over-expression of Drosophila mitofusin/marf improves 

locomotor function in ALS flies (Khalil et al., 2017). Interestingly, reduction of 

mitofusin/marf in human cell lines compromises mitochondrial bioenergetics and 

results in the import of glucose as a way to compensate for decreased energy 

production (Pich et al., 2005; Schrepfer and Scorrano, 2016).    

Given that TDP-43 is linked to the majority of ALS cases known to date, 

understanding its role in disease pathophysiology may elucidate the molecular 

mechanisms of ALS. 
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Energy use in the central nervous system 
 

The central nervous system relies primarily on metabolic breakdown of 

glucose for energy (Bélanger et al., 2011). In fact, the brain consumes 20% of the 

glucose derived energy despite making up ~2.5% of a human’s total body mass 

(Erbsloh et al., 1958). In rodent brains, neurons consume the most energy, with 

astrocytes only accounting for ∼5% to 15% of the energy consumed in the brain 

(Attwell and Laughlin, 2001).  

During stimulation, the need for energy increases, and requires active 

energy production to maintain proper function. The molecular mechanisms 

regulating “fuel” availability in neurons has only recently been examined. 

Previously, the leading theory known as the Astrocyte-Neuron Lactate Shuttle 

Hypothesis (ANLSH) suggested that astrocytes shuttle glucose derived lactate and 

pyruvate to neurons through monocarboxylate transporters (Pellerin and 

Magistretti, 1994; Pellerin et al., 1998). This theory suggests that glycolysis and 

oxidative phosphorylation are compartmentalized between cell types within the 

brain. Indeed, both astrocytes and neurons have the capacity to breakdown 

glucose and lactate for energy (Kasischke et al., 2004); however, astrocytes have 

a propensity to uptake glucose and produce lactate, while neurons show a 

preference for lactate over glucose in cell culture assays (Bélanger et al., 2011). 

Moreover, disruption of glial glycolysis negatively affects survival in both 

Drosophila and mice (Lee et al., 2012; Volkenhoff et al., 2015).  

Recently, there have been multiple studies challenging the ANLSH. 

Neurons express a variety of glucose transporters, most notably the glucose 
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transporters GLUT3 and the insulin dependent GLUT4 (Duelli and Kuschinsky, 

2001; Maher et al., 1994). GLUT4 is recruited to the presynaptic plasma 

membrane during stimulation to support synaptic function in mouse brains (Ashrafi 

et al., 2017). Moreover, the use of a metabolic FRET based biosensor showed that 

mouse hippocampal neuronal stimulation increases the rate of glycolysis, but not 

lactate uptake, to support signal transduction (Díaz-García et al., 2017). Functional 

brain imaging studies comparing anesthetized or non-anesthetized subjects also 

demonstrate that human brain stimulation increases the uptake of a glucose 

analog (Lundgaard et al., 2015). Importantly, glycolytic enzymes co-purify with 

synaptic vesicles suggesting that glycolysis is important for signal transduction 

(Ikemoto et al., 2003; Knull and Fillmore, 1985). In C. elegans, glycolytic proteins 

cluster at synapses during hypoxic stress and are required for synaptic vesicle 

cycling during stimulation (Jang et al., 2016). The clustering of glycolytic enzymes 

in response to hypoxic stress has also been observed in yeast and human cell 

lines; the ability of these clusters to form correlates with survival (Jin et al., 2017). 

Reviewing the evidence, glial metabolic support is essential for neuronal survival, 

however glycolysis does not appear to be compartmentalized solely to glial cells. 

Importantly, during stimulation and neuronal stress, neurons depend on glycolysis 

for survival.  

Potential vulnerability of motor neurons 
 

Motor neurons (MNs) have unique metabolic demands that may predispose 

them to degeneration during disease. For perspective, axons can measure a meter 

in length in humans and can be larger in other animals. Their extraordinary size 
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makes cargo transport a unique challenge. ATP-dependent motor proteins such 

as kinesin and dynein control anterograde and retrograde transport, respectively. 

For every 8 nm of cargo displacement by these motor proteins, they 

consume/hydrolyze one ATP molecule (Hua et al., 1997; Schnitzer and Block, 

1997). Mitochondria are the most efficient ATP producers in the brain, and are able 

to produce 34 ATP molecules by oxidative phosphorylation (Ames, 2000). 

However, mitochondria are not evenly distributed within the motor neuron, and are 

preferentially located at sites with high energy demand, specifically synapses and 

nodes of Ranvier (MacAskill and Kittler, 2010). Motor proteins therefore rely on on-

board glycolysis to meet energy demands (Zala et al., 2013). If motor proteins were 

to rely solely on glycolysis for cargo transport, it would take 125 million ATP 

molecules derived from 62.5 million molecules of glucose to transport a single 

cargo the distance of one meter. If neuronal length is a risk factor for developing 

ALS, we would also expect other large neurons to be affected.  Consistent with 

this notion, defects in sensory neurons, which can be equal in size to motor 

neurons, have been identified in ALS patients, ALS flies, and mouse models of the 

disease (Heads et al., 1991; Held et al., 2019; Pugdahl et al., 2007; Vaughan et 

al., 2018). Mouse neurons expressing ALS causing mutations are sensitized to 

stress, and   

A second point of consideration is that motor neurons are highly active.  

Neuronal communication relies on the consumption of ATP. Specifically, the 

Na+/K+-ATPase, Ca2+-ATPase, and vacuolar H+-ATPase, all hydrolyze ATP in 
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order to maintain the membrane potential, calcium homeostasis, and create a 

proton gradient to fill synaptic vesicles, respectively (Harris et al., 2012).  

Finally, ATP has been found to play a role in the cellular regulation of protein 

aggregates. The fused in sarcoma (FUS) protein has been found to form liquid 

compartments involved in transcription and DNA repair (Patel et al., 2015; 

Polymenidou et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2013). Mutations in FUS are causative of 

ALS and a small percentage of patients present with FUS pathological inclusions 

(Ling et al., 2013). Moreover, FUS mutations have been reported to accelerate the 

droplet transition from a liquid to a solid state (Patel et al., 2015). ATP is sufficient 

to prevent FUS liquid-liquid phase separation in vitro, and seems to act as a 

solubilizing agent (Patel et al., 2017). Finally, neurons rely on multiple ATP-

dependent disassembly machineries such as HSC70/auxilin for neuronal cargo 

transport and function. HSC70 has been previously reported by our laboratory to 

be reduced in both induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) derived ALS motor 

neurons, and Drosophila models of ALS (Coyne et al., 2017). The critical function 

of ATP in motor neurons make defects in energy homeostasis a potential target 

for therapeutic interventions.   

 

Metabolism in ALS patients 
 

Clinical observations point to metabolic alterations as a factor in ALS 

patients’ lifetime prognosis. Most strikingly, patients undergo rapid weight loss that 

is negatively correlated to disease progression (Marin et al., 2016). Moreover, a 

low body mass index (BMI) is correlated with a shortened lifespan, while an 
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elevated BMI correlates with an increased lifespan in ALS patients (Bouteloup et 

al., 2009; Paganoni et al., 2011). Muscle atrophy and dysphagia make ALS 

patients particularly vulnerable to insufficient energy intake. Patients also have 

increased caloric needs, which may make them over-reliant on diminishing energy 

stores (Kasarskis et al., 2014). This hyper-metabolic state correlates with 

functional decline and shorter survival (Steyn et al., 2018). Taken together, these 

findings suggest that metabolic dysregulation plays a role in ALS pathophysiology. 

 An in depth review of the metabolic changes that occur in ALS patients can 

be found in Appendix A.  

Joardar, A., Manzo, E., and Zarnescu, D.C. (2017). Metabolic Dysregulation in 

Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis: Challenges and Opportunities. Curr. Genet. Med. 

Rep. 5, 108–114 

Using Drosophila as a model for neurodegenerative disease and 
metabolic dysfunction 
 
 Drosophila utilize conserved cellular processes, such as glycolysis, 

tricarboxylic acid cycle, and oxidative phosphorylation, to process macromolecules. 

Vertebrates and Drosophila share analogous enzymes and organs that regulate 

lipid and carbohydrate metabolism (Leopold and Perrimon, 2007). Nutrients in 

Drosophila are taken in by the digestive tract, which is analogous to the 

stomach/intestines; the fly fat body has analogous function to the vertebrate liver 

and white adipose tissue, while Drosophila oenocyte cells function as hepatocytes 

to process lipids during starvation (Baker and Thummel, 2007; Leopold and 

Perrimon, 2007; Owusu-Ansah and Perrimon, 2014; Padmanabha and Baker, 
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2014). In mammals, glucagon and insulin are produced by pancreatic α- and β-

cells to control glucose metabolism. Drosophila also produce a glucagon like 

substance known as adipokinetic hormone and Drosophila insulin like peptides 

that play key roles in regulating carbohydrate metabolism (Brogiolo et al., 2001; 

Kim and Rulifson, 2004).  

 Two key differences between Drosophila and its vertebrate counterparts 

include the circulatory and adaptive immune systems. Flies have an open 

circulatory system where hemolymph, the analog to vertebrate blood, makes direct 

contact with all internal tissues (Vierstraete et al., 2003) and lack antibody based 

defenses (Govind, 2008).  

Also similar to vertebrates, the nervous system in Drosophila is protected 

by a blood brain barrier. While vertebrates have polarized endothelial cells 

regulating the entry and exit of molecules into the brain, Drosophila utilize 

specialized cells known as subperineurial glial cells that form septate junctions that 

block passive diffusion of molecules into the brain (Limmer et al., 2014). A 

genetically encoded glucose biosensor expressed in in either astrocyte like glial 

cells or neurons was sensitive to a high sugar media incubation, suggesting that 

Drosophila neurons and glia have the capacity to import glucose (Volkenhoff et al., 

2018). The Drosophila glucose transporter GLUT1 is highly expressed in the 

central nervous system, but it is unclear how glucose is transported through the 

blood-brain barrier (Volkenhoff et al., 2018). Nevertheless, it is clear that 

Drosophila neurons are able to import and utilize glucose for energy much like their 

mammalian counterparts.  
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 In addition to glycolysis, fatty acid oxidation is crucial for meeting energy 

demands in the brain. Tracing 13C labeled fatty acids in rat brains, it is estimated 

that ~20% of the energy demands in the brain are met by fatty acid oxidation (Ebert 

et al., 2003). Of note, fatty acids cannot be synthesized in the brain, and have to 

be transported through the blood brain barrier (Edmond et al., 1998). In Drosophila, 

there is evidence to support that lipid beta-oxidation occurs in the central nervous 

system. The import of long-chain fatty acids, the rate limiting step of lipid beta-

oxidation, is controlled by carnitine palmitoyltranferase-I and carnitine 

palmitoyltranferase-II, which are imbedded in the outer and inner mitochondrial 

membranes respectively. Both CPT-1 and CPT-2 are present in rat and Drosophila 

brains, and are important for organismal survival (Lavrentyev et al., 2004; Schulz 

et al., 2015).  

There is a need to better understand brain energy metabolism both in health 

and in disease. Drosophila present a unique model organism with an extensive 

genetic toolbox to study metabolic alterations. The evolutionary conservation 

between vertebrates and flies is high and extends to basic metabolic processes. 

Moreover, the metabolic and genetic pliability of Drosophila generate an 

opportunity to better understand the interaction between genes, nutrients, and 

health.  

Drosophila as a model of ALS 
 

Our laboratory has previously developed a Drosophila model of ALS based 

on the genetic over expression of either human wild-type or mutant TDP-43 in 

either neurons or glial cells. TDP-43 over expression in Drosophila recapitulates 
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several aspects of disease pathology including defects in synaptic architecture, 

cytoplasmic aggregates, locomotor dysfunction and reduced lifespan (Estes et al., 

2011, 2013). TDP-43 over expression also reduces the number of, and increases 

the size of, end terminal boutons at the larval neuromuscular junction (Coyne et 

al., 2014; Estes et al., 2013).  These boutons present with a diminished capacity 

to endocytose a fluorescent neurotransmitter analog but no measurable defect in 

exocytosis (Coyne et al., 2014).  

It is clear that energetic dysfunction is a major component of ALS 

pathophysiology. Nevertheless, our understanding of the mechanics underlying 

metabolic dysfunction as it relates to ALS is in its infancy. Elucidating the 

mechanisms underlying metabolic dysfunction and any disruptions in neuron-glia 

disruption may ultimately lead to the development of therapeutics for ALS. 

CHAPTER II: PRESENT STUDY 
 
 The present study describes alterations in metabolic function in our 

Drosophila model of ALS, and targeted therapeutic interventions. First, multiple 

Drosophila ALS models can be treated with the PPAR gamma activator 

pioglitazone to mitigate ALS dependent locomotor phenotypes (Appendix B). 

Second, TDP-43 dependent locomotor deficits can also be mitigated by either 

genetically manipulating enzymes critical for the import of long-chain fatty acids, 

or the supplementation medium-chain fatty acids that are more easily imported into 

the mitochondria (Appendix C). Finally, we find that glycolysis is upregulated in 

ALS as a compensatory mechanism that results in neuronal protection in vivo 

(Appendix D). Appendices B and C are published works, while Appendix D is 
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submitted and currently under revision after being reviewed at eLife. A brief 

summary of each appendix is provided below.  

 

 

Appendix B 

Joardar, A., Menzl, J., Podolsky, T.C., Manzo, E., Estes, P.S., Ashford, S., and 

Zarnescu, D.C. (2015). PPAR gamma activation is neuroprotective in a Drosophila 

model of ALS based on TDP-43. Hum. Mol. Genet. 24, 1741–1754. 

 The neuronal expression of TDP-43 at high levels is toxic in Drosophila. 

Larvae can develop into third instar larvae but never eclose from the pupa case. 

We took advantage of this phenotype to conduct a screen of 1200 FDA approved 

compounds that would allow flies to eclose. We found that Pioglitazone, a PPAR 

gamma activator that modifies the expression of genes important in glucose and 

lipid metabolism, improved the eclosing rate of flies neuronally expressing TDP-43 

(Gillies and Dunn, 2000). As a secondary validation, we conducted lifespan and 

locomotor assays on multiple Drosophila models of ALS. We found that 

pioglitazone supplementation was sufficient to rescue the locomotor deficits 

caused by neuronally expressed TDP-43 or FUS, but did not affect lifespan. 

Pioglitazone had no effect on defects caused by a SOD1 Drosophila model of ALS. 

Our studies provide a molecular target for mitigating locomotor defects in two 

Drosophila ALS models.   
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Appendix C 

Manzo, E., O’Conner, A.G., Barrows, J.M., Shreiner, D.D., Birchak, G.J., and 

Zarnescu, D.C. (2018). Medium-chain fatty acids, beta-hydroxybutyric acid and 

genetic modulation of the carnitine shuttle are protective in a Drosophila model of 

ALS based on TDP-43. Front. Mol. Neurosci. 11. 

 Given the intimate link between metabolic dysregulation and ALS, our group 

set out to identify metabolic changes that occur in neuronally expressing TDP-43 

larvae. Using metabolomics analysis, we identified multiple altered metabolites. 

Specifically, long-chain fatty acids conjugated with carnitine were upregulated and 

carnitine was down regulated in our models of ALS. Long-chain fatty acids require 

the enzymatic activity of CPT-I and CPT-II (known as the carnitine shuttle) to be 

imported into the mitochondria for lipid beta-oxidation. Genetically modifying the 

expression of CPT-I or CPT-II improves locomotor dysfunction in a TDP-43 variant 

dependent manner. Moreover, the feeding of medium chained fatty acids or ketone 

precursors that can bypass the carnitine shuttle rescues the locomotor phenotypes 

caused by TDP-43. We show that diet supplementation of short or medium chained 

lipids may have therapeutic value for patients with ALS.  
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Appendix D 

Manzo E, Lorenzini I, Barrameda D, O'Conner AG, Barrows JM, Starr A, Kovalik 

T, Rabichow BE, Lehmkuhl EM, Shreiner DD, Joardar A, Liévens JC, Bowser R, 

Sattler R, Zarnescu DC. Glycolysis upregulation is neuroprotective as a 

compensatory mechanism in ALS. Elife. 2019 Jun 10;8. pii: e45114. doi: 

10.7554/eLife.45114. 

 In addition to fatty acid metabolic changes, we also identified alterations in 

glucose metabolism. We detected an upregulation in pyruvate and 

phosphoenolpyruvate, the end products of glycolysis. Interestingly, these 

alterations have been previously identified in metabolomic analysis of plasma from 

ALS patients (Lawton et al., 2012). Moreover, we identified increased transcript 

levels of phosphofructokinase, the rate limiting step of glycolysis in flies and in 

human patient samples - ALS neurons derived from iPSCs and spinal cords. 

However, it is unclear whether these metabolite and genetic alterations contribute 

to the manifestation of ALS symptoms, or whether they are compensatory changes 

in response to the disease. In an effort to answer these questions we 

supplemented food with high levels of glucose, genetically overexpressed human 

glucose transporters, or genetically increased the levels of Pfk; in all instances, we 

can rescue the locomotor deficits caused by TDP-43. Molecularly, by expressing 

human glucose transporter 3 (GLUT3) in motor neurons, we can increase the 

number of boutons at the neuromuscular junction and improve the ability of these 

boutons to uptake the FM1-43 dye, a proxy for endocytosis. These findings support 

the notion that the increase in glycolysis observed in both human samples and 
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Drosophila models of ALS provides a neuroprotective and compensatory 

mechanism that could be harnessed to mitigate ALS in patients. 

 

CHAPTER 3: ONGOING STUDIES AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
 The studies presented here have begun to shed light on the relationship 

between metabolic alterations and neuronal human disease. The identification of 

pioglitazone as a potential therapy for ALS patients began in 2005. Oral 

administration of pioglitazone to a transgenic SOD1G93A mouse attenuated motor 

neuron loss, increased lifespan, and improved locomotion (Kiaei et al., 2005; 

Schütz et al., 2005). The positive results in mice led to a double blind placebo 

controlled human trial of pioglitazone.  Although pioglitazone was well tolerated, 

there was no beneficial effect on survival of ALS patients (Dupuis et al., 2012). 

 Our results are consistent with the notion that pioglitazone does not affect 

survival in ALS. However, it may be unfair to compare our study with the human 

clinical trial. For one, the administration of pioglitazone in flies is chronic, while 

pioglitazone administration in humans is acute. Patients may benefit from 

pioglitazone prior to the onset of symptoms that can be diagnosed by a physician. 

Early diagnosis will be critical for potential therapeutic interventions.  

 Restoring altered metabolism in ALS patients or model organisms through 

dietary intervention has been a strategy in the past. A high fat jelly diet improves 

locomotor and lifespan defects caused by a TDPA315T mutant C57BL6/J mice 

(Coughlan et al., 2016). In contrast to this finding, a phase 2 clinical trial revealed 

that a high caloric diet rich in fats was no better than controls at reducing severe 
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adverse events, while a hypercaloric diet rich in carbohydrates significantly 

reduced severe adverse events (Wills et al., 2014). Our findings in Drosophila 

suggest that the type of fats consumed by ALS patients will determine whether 

they will benefit when administered a hypercaloric diet. We detect an accumulation 

of long-chain fatty acids conjugated with carnitine in our Drosophila model of ALS, 

suggesting that they are unable to be imported into the mitochondria to be digested 

by lipid beta-oxidation. An alternative strategy for patients may be to feed medium-

chain fatty acids or ketone precursors that are able to bypass the carnitine shuttle 

for digestion.  

 High sugar diets have been previously used in C. elegans to reduce TDP-

43A315T induced neuronal toxicity (Tauffenberger et al., 2012). The pathogenic 

mechanism by which a high sugar diet may protect neuronal degeneration has 

been understudied. Our work solidifies the view that increased glucose availability 

in motor neurons is neuro-protective in a TDP-43 model of ALS. It is yet unclear 

how glycolytic proteins organize to support survival during neuronal degenerative 

disease.  

 It is clear that glycolytic enzymes including phosphofructokinase, 

glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase, and aldolase cluster at presynaptic 

sites in neurons under hypoxia or neuronal stimulation, but it is unclear how these 

enzymes function during neuronal degeneration (Jang et al., 2016; Jin et al., 2017). 

Tagging these enzymes with a fluorescent protein will help characterize their 

protein dynamics. Moreover, these enzymes require RNA to form efficient clusters 
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(Jang et al., 2016). Whether these clusters sequester specific RNAs during 

persistent stress is yet unknown.  

 During my graduate studies I also worked to characterize the localization of 

glucose transporters in ALS. My experiments show that increased glucose uptake 

is beneficial, and suggest that TDP-43 expression may lead to alterations in 

glucose transporter dynamics. We tested this possibility by using total internal 

reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy, a technique that can provide 

quantitative trafficking information at the plasma membrane (Poulter et al., 2015). 

Preliminary experiments using primary Drosophila motor neurons expressing 

either TDPWT or TDPG298S suggest that immediately after insulin stimulation (within 

2 minutes), there are comparable levels of the human glucose transporter GLUT4-

GFP at the plasma membrane (Fig. 1A, B,C). In contrast, 14 min after insulin 

stimulation, GLUT4-GFP persists at the surface in TDP-43 expressing cells but not 

in controls (Fig. 1 D, E,F). These results are preliminary, and require analytical 

software to quantity the morphology of GLUT4-GFP puncta. These experiments 

will provide a better understanding of glucose transporter dynamics during disease. 

One possibility is that GLUT-4 persists at the plasma membrane when co-

expressed with TDP-43 to increase glucose import as a way to compensate for 

defective energy homeostasis.  
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Fig. 1. TIRF imaging of GLUT4-GFP dynamics following insulin stimulation in 

primary Drosophila motor neurons. Primary motor neurons were isolated from 

larvae expressing either hGLUT4-GFP, hGLUT4-GFP-TDPWT, or hGLUT4-GFP-

TDPG298S. After insulin stimulation, GLUT4-GFP localization and dynamics was 

monitored using live TIRF microscopy. Genotype and time points as indicated.  
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Methods for TIRF microscopy 
 

Primary motor neurons were plated onto MatTek glass bottom dishes, and 

allowed to mature for four days. Each dish contained three ventral nerve cords 

VNCs harvested from third instar larvae. Prior to imaging, cells were starved for 

1.5-5 hours in serum free media containing 0.125 units of insulin per millimeter. 

  Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRF) was used to 

examine GLUT4 vesicle localization. Nikon Eclipse Ti microscope with a 100x oil-

immersion objective equipped with a TIRF-illumination arm was used for the 

recordings. A 488 nm, solid-state laser was used for excitation, and the 

fluorescence signal generated by the sample was filtered using an emission filter 

(488 nm). Nikon “perfect focus” was active throughout the recordings. Penetration 

depth of the evanescent field was calculated to be 116.31 nm.  

Three plates of primary motor neurons were used per genotype. One minute 

time-lapse recordings were taken of neurons immediately after insulin stimulation 

and throughout a 20 minute recorded period. Insulin stimulating media had a final 

concentration of 50 units per milliliter. No discernable difference was found when 

cells were starved for 1.5 hours, or 5 hours. These results suggest that 1.5 hours 

of starvation is sufficient to sensitize the neuron to insulin. 
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Mitochondrial Abnormalities

Mitochondrial dysfunction has been previously implicated in
neurodegenerative diseases. An excellent overview of the
mechanisms that lead to the accumulation of damaged mito-
chondria in ALS, particularly in SOD1 models, has been pub-
lished recently [45]. Here, we highlight two novel mecha-
nisms underlying defects in mitochondrial function that have
recently been reported in TDP-43 and C9orf72models of ALS
and could explain the cellular energetic abnormalities in
degenerating motor neurons. First, TDP-43 was reported to
associate with the inner mitochondrial membrane via one or
more import motifs [46••]. Mechanistically, TDP-43 associ-
ates with mitochondrial mRNA encoding the ND3 and ND6
subunits of the respiratory complex I and inhibits their trans-
lation leading to mitochondrial dysfunction and fragmenta-
tion. Using an elegant, peptide-based approach to inhibit
TDP-43’s localization to mitochondria, the authors observe
rescue of TDP-43-mediated toxicity in human cells. Second,
dipeptide repeats, specifically (GR)80 produced by C9orf72
G4C2 expanded repeats, associate with mitochondrial ribo-
somes and lead to mitochondrial dysfunction and increased
oxidative stress, which, in turn, causes DNA damage in in-
duced pluripotent cell (iPSc) motor neurons [47••]. The mito-
chondrial abnormalities detected in motor neurons are expect-
ed to cause energy deficits that may lead to metabolic imbal-
ance in ALS.

Conclusions

Years of clinical research have revealed systemic metabolic
abnormalities in ALS patients. Although some inconsistencies
persist, the majority of studies report some form of distur-
bance in functional metrics such as reduced glucose tolerance,
insulin resistance, and abnormal utilization of fatty acids.
These seemingly disparate findings are likely related to the
small size of patient cohorts, which are limited by availability
of eligible participants, and to the heterogeneous nature of
patient populations with mixed etiologies and at different
stages of disease. It is unarguably challenging to precisely
determine in patients what physiological abnormalities are
causative versus correlative, which, in turn, hampers the de-
velopment of effective therapies. These challenges are coun-
tered by opportunities to pursue the mechanisms underlying
metabolic dysregulation in animal models. These models pro-
vide the tools for genetic and dietary interventions that can
distinguish between cause and consequence. For example,
although the primary cause remains unknown, in ALS mus-
cles, there seems to be a reduction in glycolysis that is com-
pensated by utilization of alternate fuels such as fatty acids
(Fig. 1). In contrast, in motor neurons, the impairment in mi-
tochondrial function may lead to compensatory mechanisms
that counterbalance the defects in oxidative phosphorylation
such as increased glycolysis as reported in cultured cells or
altered interactions with lactate-producing glial cells. In

Fig. 1 Metabolic dysregulation
in ALS. a Defects in
mitochondrial function (see text
for causes) lead to systemic
metabolic changes and motor
neuron degeneration. b Current
data suggests that in ALS
muscles, there is a compensatory
upregulation of lipid utilization,
while in motor neurons,
glycolysis appears to be
upregulated as a compensatory
mechanism
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conclusion, our understanding of metabolic dysregulation in
ALS is at a crossroads where challenges are turning into op-
portunities for elucidating the mechanisms underlying energy
deficits in motor neurons, muscles, and glial cells. These ad-
vances in basic research together with the emerging power of
personalized medicine are likely to lead to new insights and
therapeutic strategies based on restoring cellular energetics in
ALS.
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Abstract
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive neuromuscular disease for which there is no cure. We have previously
developed a Drosophilamodel of ALS based on TDP-43 that recapitulates several aspects of disease pathophysiology. Using this
model, we designed a drug screening strategy based on the pupal lethality phenotype induced by TDP-43 when expressed in
motor neurons. In screening 1200 FDA-approved compounds,we identified the PPARγ agonist pioglitazone as neuroprotective in
Drosophila. Here, we show that pioglitazone can rescue TDP-43-dependent locomotor dysfunction in motor neurons and glia
but not inmuscles. Testing additionalmodels of ALS, we find that pioglitazone is also neuroprotectivewhen FUS, but not SOD1,
is expressed in motor neurons. Interestingly, survival analyses of TDP or FUS models show no increase in lifespan, which is
consistent with recent clinical trials. Using a pharmacogenetic approach, we show that the predicted Drosophila PPARγ
homologs, E75 and E78, are in vivo targets of pioglitazone. Finally, using a global metabolomic approach, we identify a set of
metabolites that pioglitazone can restore in the context of TDP-43 expression in motor neurons. Taken together, our data
provide evidence that modulating PPARγ activity, although not effective at improving lifespan, provides a molecular target for
mitigating locomotor dysfunction in TDP-43 and FUS but not SOD1 models of ALS in Drosophila. Furthermore, our data also
identify several ‘biomarkers’ of the disease that may be useful in developing therapeutics and in future clinical trials.

Introduction
Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS) is a progressive neurodegen-
erative disease that leads to paralysis and death within 2–5 years
after diagnosis (1). It is a debilitating neuromuscular disease
affecting upper and lower motor neurons for which there is no
cure, and the available treatments are palliative at best. Several
loci, including SOD1, TDP-43, FUS, C9ORF72 and profilin, have
been implicated in ALS (2–6). In particular, TDP-43 protein has
been linked to a vast majority of ALS cases owing to its presence
in pathological aggregates. In addition to being a marker of path-
ology, TDP-43 can harbor disease causative mutations that
lie primarily in the C terminal domain of the protein (7–11).
TDP-43 is an RNA-binding protein that normally resides within
the nucleus, can shuttle into the cytoplasm via a Nuclear Export

Signal and harbors a prion-like domain within its C-terminus
(12,13). TDP-43’s normal functions include various aspects of
RNA processing such as splicing, transport and translation (14–17),
with several studies providing evidence for RNA dysregulation in
disease (18–20).

Evidence exists to indicate that ALS is a proteinopathy accom-
paniedbyabnormalities indiverse cellularprocesses includingoxi-
dative stress response, defects in ER-mitochondrial interaction,
apoptosis and dysregulation of cellular metabolism among others
(21–28). Findings that ALS patients exhibit hypermetabolism ac-
companied by dramatic weight loss have led to the hypothesis
that cellular and/or systemic metabolism are involved in the
onset and the progression of the disease (29,30). Additional obser-
vations supporting this idea include studies in SOD1mice showing
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Figure 1. Pioglitazone rescues several aspects of TDP-43-dependent toxicity inmotor neurons. (A) Drug screen strategy. Overexpression of TDP-43 (wild type ormutants) in
motor neurons is lethal at the pupal or pharate adult stage. In screening the Prestwick collection of FDA-approved drugs, this phenotype was used to identify adult
survivors with fully extended wings (rescue of lethality). (B and C) Pioglitazone rescues TDP-43-dependent pupal lethality. Wild-type TDP-43 (TDPWT, B) or disease-
associated G298S mutant (TDPG298S, C) expressed in motor neurons using D42-Gal4 driver result in >95% pupal lethality. D42>TDP larvae are grown on fly food
containing different concentrations of pioglitazone or DMSO (as indicated). Surviving adults were normalized to pupae numbers and plotted on the Y-axis, as shown.
Error bars indicate SEM. (D and E) Pioglitazone rescues larval locomotor defects caused by TDP-43 overexpression in motor neurons. D42>TDPWT (D) and D42>TDPG298S

(E) larvae grown on fly food containing different concentrations of pioglitazone or DMSO (as indicated) are assayed for locomotor function using larval turning assays (see
Materials andMethods). Note that at the concentration of 1 μ, pioglitazone significantly rescues locomotor dysfunctions for both TDPWT andTDPG298S. Error bars indicate
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that a high fat diet is protective (31) and a recent Phase 2 clinical
trial that found high calorie diets to be safe and well-tolerated in
patients,with anapparent improvement in lifespan (28) In another
study, diabetic patients had a later onset and slower progression of
ALS (32). Taken together, these data indicate that some aspects of
cellular metabolism may be linked to disease progression.

To identify compounds andmolecular targets with neuropro-
tective potential in ALS, we performed a drug screen using a
Drosophila model of ALS based on TDP-43 (33–35). In screening
1200 FDA-approved compounds for their ability to rescue TDP-
43-induced lethality, we identified several antidiabetic drugs
including thiazolidinediones (TZDs), which bind with high affin-
ity and stimulate the activity of the nuclear receptor PPARγ
(36,37). Peroxisome proliferator-activated Receptors (PPARs) are
ligand-activated transcription factors belonging to the nuclear
hormone receptor superfamily (38). They control several physio-
logical processes including glucose and lipid metabolism as
well as growth and differentiation. Upon ligand binding, PPARγ
forms heterodimers with Retinoid X receptors (RXRs), then
binds and activates the transcription of target genes involved in
lipidmetabolism. PPARγ is expressed in several cell types, includ-
ing adipose tissues, cells of the immune system and parts of the
brain includingmicroglia and astrocytes, the sites that contribute
to anti-inflammatory response in the CNS (39). Interestingly, ac-
tivation of PPARγ has been shown to have anti-inflammatory and
neuroprotective effects in ALS and related neurodegenerative
conditions (39). Here, we determine the effects of pioglitazone
in multiple Drosophila models of ALS including TDP-43, FUS
and SOD1. While pioglitazone could rescue TDP-43 and FUS-
dependent phenotypes in motor neurons, it had no effect in
the SOD1 model. Interestingly, the protective effects of pioglita-
zone were observed when TDP-43 was expressed in motor neu-
rons or glia, but not in muscles, indicating that PPARγ activation
is required in the nervous system to mitigate TDP-43 toxicity. In
contrast to its positive effects on locomotor function, pioglitazone
did not improve, and in some cases, shortened lifespan. Using a
pharmacogenetic approach, we also show that E75 and E78, the
predicted Drosophila homologs of PPARγ, are required for mediat-
ing the neuroprotective effect of pioglitazone on TDP-43 toxicity in
vivo. Metabolic profiling experiments identify a subset of metabo-
lites that are altered in the context of TDP-43 and can be restored
by pioglitazone in a variant dependent manner. Taken together,
these data indicate that PPARγ activation in neurons and glia is
partially neuroprotective and can restore a subset of metabolic al-
terations in ALS that may serve as useful biomarkers in the
development of therapeutic strategies and future clinical trials.

Results
Drug screening in a Drosophila model of ALS based
on TDP-43 identifies pioglitazone, a PPARγ agonist
as neuroprotective

Using a Drosophila model of ALS based on TDP-43 that recapitu-
lates several aspects of the disease pathophysiology (33,35), we
designed a drug screen aimed at identifying FDA-approved com-
pounds with neuroprotective potential in vivo (Fig. 1A). We ex-
pressed human TDP-43, either wild-type or disease-associated

mutants D169G, G298S, A315T and N345K (8,10,40) in motor neu-
rons using the D42-Gal4 driver (41) and found that this results in
nearly 100% pupal lethality (Fig. 1A). Few pharate adults eclose
but cannot extend their wings (Fig. 1A). This phenotype was
used to screen for drug candidates with therapeutic potential
as determined by their ability to rescue pupal lethality and pro-
duce one or more viable adults with extended wings (Fig. 1A).
There are several advantages to this screening strategy: (1) it is
performed in vivo, (2) it is based on a robust phenotype (>95%
pupal/adult pharate lethality), (3) it can lead to rapid identifica-
tion of known safe drugs that are already used in humans and
(4) can inform the future development of novel small molecules
with enhanced neuroprotective capabilities. In screening the
Prestwick collection of 1200 FDA-approved drugs at 30–50 μ,
we identified several antidiabetic drugs comprising different cat-
egories including TZDs, sulfonylureas and biguanides. Of these,
we focused initially on the two TZDs identified in the primary
screen, namely pioglitazone and troglitazone. Upon secondary
screening, pioglitazone was determined to be more potent
(data not shown) and selected for further studies.

To assess the neuroprotective effect of pioglitazone, we chose
two transgenic lines (TDPWT and TDPG298S) expressing compar-
able levels of TDP-43 (data not shown). Larvae expressing
TDP-43 in motor neurons (D42 >TDP-43) were raised on fly food
containing different amounts of drug (1, 10 and 25 μ, see Mate-
rials and Methods for details) or DMSO as vehicle control (Fig. 1B
and C). As seen in Figure 1B and C, we found that although there
was no clear dose response in this assay, lower drug concentra-
tions exhibited higher neuroprotective potential and pupal
lethality caused by the expression of either TDPWT or TDPG298S

in motor neurons was best rescued by 1 μ pioglitazone (see
also Table 1). Taken together, these data indicate that pioglita-
zone mitigates TDP-43-dependent pupal lethality.

Larval locomotor deficits caused by TDP-43 expression
in motor neurons are rescued by pioglitazone

Next, we set out to determine an ideal drug concentration using a
more sensitive and disease-relevant assay that measures neuro-
muscular coordination, namely larval turning (see Materials and
Methods for details). Larvae expressing TDPWT or TDPG298S in
motor neurons (D42>TDP-43) were raised on food containing ei-
ther 1, 5, 10, 25 μ pioglitazone or DMSO and assayed for their
locomotor ability using larval turning assays. As shown in Fig-
ure 1D and E, pioglitazone significantly improved larval locomo-
tion at 1 μ for both TDPWT (9.2 ± 0.7 s on pioglitazone compared
with 14.5 ± 1 s on DMSO, P = 0.7E− 4) and TDPG298S (17.3 ± 1.1 s on
pioglitazone comparedwith 25.8 ± 1.8 c onDMSO, P = 0.2E− 3). No
rescue was observed at higher drug concentrations, and lower
doses were not tested. Importantly, 1 μ pioglitazone had no ef-
fect on larval turning time inwild-type control larvae (D42>w1118,
data not shown) indicating that the drug effect is specific to TDP-
43-dependent phenotypes. Finally, the neuroprotective effect of
pioglitazone was not due to a reduction in TDP-43 protein levels
as determined by western blot (Fig. 1H and I). These results indi-
cate that the ideal concentration for rescuing TDP-43-dependent
larval locomotor defects in the range tested is 1 μ pioglitazone,
which was used for all subsequent experiments.

SEM. Student’s T test is used to assess statistical significance. ***P < 0.001. (F and G) Pioglitazone does not improve lifespan of TDP-43-expressing flies. 1 μ pioglitazone is
administered during development (F) or to adults (G) as indicated. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis shows no significant change in lifespan under either condition when
compared with DMSO-fed controls. (H and I) Western blot shows no change in TDP-43 protein levels with or without pioglitazone. Larvae raised on fly food containing
DMSO or 1 μ pioglitazone are crushed in Laemmli buffer and subjected to western blotting and probed for TDP-43 or tubulin for loading control (H). Results show no
change in protein levels with or without pioglitazone (I). Error bars indicate SEM. Student’s T test is used to assess statistical significance.
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Pioglitazone exerts no protective effect on lifespan
in the context of TDP-43 expression in motor neurons

We next tested whether pioglitazone can also improve the
decrease in lifespan caused by TDPWT or TDPG298S expression in
motor neurons. To this end, we raised larvae expressing either
TDPWT or TDPG298S in motor neurons on 1 μ pioglitazone and
found that the rescued adults had a similar lifespan to larvae
raised on DMSO-containing food (Fig. 1F). As obtaining adults
on DMSO is very difficult owing to the >95% pupal lethality
caused by TDP-43, these studies were performed with 10–15
adult flies (‘escapers’) only. Thus, although 1 μ pioglitazone
can improve locomotor function when administered during de-
velopment, it has no effect on the TDP-43-dependent decrease
in adult lifespan. To determine whether pioglitazone can be ef-
fective ‘after disease onset’, adult D42>TDP-43 ‘escapers’ raised
on normal food (see Materials and Methods for details) were
fed either 1 μ pioglitazone or DMSO-containing food after eclo-
sion. As with the developmental feeding experiment, we found
that pioglitazone has no significant effect on lifespan (Fig. 1G)
at least at the 1 μ concentration, which was determined to be
optimal for rescuing larval locomotor defects (Fig. 1D and E).
These data are consistent with recent clinical trials in which
pioglitazone failed to show improvement in ALSFRS-R scores, a
well-established clinical measure of disease progression (42).
Our results indicate that while pioglitazone is effective in im-
proving locomotor function when administered during develop-
ment, it has no effect on lifespan regardless of whether it is
provided throughout development or ‘after disease onset’.

Glial toxicity caused by TDP-43 is partially mitigated
by pioglitazone

Glial and muscle cells have been previously implicated in ALS
pathophysiology (43,44). We have previously shown that TDP-43
expression in glial cells results in cell autonomous locomotor de-
fects and abnormalities in synaptic protein distribution at the
neuromuscular junction (35). To determinewhether pioglitazone
may also mitigate glial toxicity, we performed turning assays on
larvae expressing TDP-43 using the pan-glial Repo-Gal4 driver. As
shown in Figure 2A, these experiments indicate that 1 μ piogli-
tazone rescues locomotor function abnormalities caused by
TDP-43 expression in glia compared with both DMSO and w1118

controls. These data demonstrate that pioglitazone exerts neuro-
protective effects on TDP-43-induced glial toxicity as it does in
motor neurons.

Next, we tested whether 1 μ pioglitazone can also increase
the lifespan of adult flies expressing TDP-43 in glia and raised
on pioglitazone containing food throughout development.
These experiments showed no difference in lifespan for
TDPG298S, whereas TDPWT-expressing flies lived significantly

less on pioglitazone comparedwith DMSO (Fig. 2C). Interestingly,
an increase in hazard ratio for mortality was found in ALS pa-
tients who were administered pioglitazone (42). This is in con-
trast to TDPWT expression in motor neurons, where there was
no difference in lifespan between drug and DMSO-fed groups
(Fig. 1F). Furthermore, when pioglitazone was administered to
adults expressing TDP-43 in glia, we found no difference in life-
span between the drug-treated flies and DMSO controls
(Fig. 2D). These data suggest that although the drug can improve
locomotor function caused by TDP-43 toxicity in glial cells, it has
either no effect or can be detrimental to lifespan in flies as it is in
humans.

Locomotor defects caused by TDP-43 in muscles
are not rescued by pioglitazone

Next, we sought to determine whether pioglitazone may also
exert beneficial effects on muscle-dependent locomotor pheno-
types caused by TDPWT or TDPG298S expression in larvae using
the muscle-specific Gal4 driver, BG487 (45). In contrast to our re-
sults in motor neurons and glia, we found that 1 μ pioglitazone
did not rescue TDP-43-dependent larval turning defects when
expressed in larval muscles (Fig. 2B). Because BG487-Gal4 drives
expression only in larval body wall muscles 6/7 in an anterior to
posterior gradient, we also tested the effect of pioglitazone in the
context of mhc-Gal4, which drives expression strongly in all lar-
valmuscles and obtained similar results (data not shown). To de-
termine whether higher concentrations of drug may be required
to elicit protection in muscles, we performed turning assays on
larvae expressing TDP-43 (wild type or mutant) using the muscle
driver BG487 and fed 5–25 μ pioglitazone containing food. These
results show that TDP-43-dependent locomotor defects caused
bymuscle-specific expression cannot be rescued by pioglitazone,
neither at 1 μ, the optimum concentration for motor neuron or
glial toxicity, nor at higher doses ranging from 5–25 μ (Supple-
mentaryMaterial, Fig. S1A and B, respectively). Althoughwe can-
not exclude the possibility that even higher or perhaps lower
doses of pioglitazone may be required to mitigate muscle tox-
icity, our data suggest that the protective effects of pioglitazone
are likely restricted to the nervous system.

FUS-dependent toxicity in motor neurons is partially
mitigated by pioglitazone

Having established that pioglitazone rescues several aspects of
TDP-43-mediated toxicity in motor neurons and glia, we next
asked whether it could also rescue toxicity in a Drosophila
model of ALS based on human FUS (46), another RNA-binding
protein linked to ALS that shares some functional aspects with
TDP-43 (47). As shown in Figure 3A, expression of both human

Table 1. Summary of rescue of lethality by pioglitazone

PGZ conc. (μ) TDPWT TDPG298S

DMSO PGZ DMSO PGZ
Average % rescue SEM Average % rescue SEM Average % rescue SEM Average % rescue SEM

1 0 0 15.2 0.8 0.7 0.7 19.4 5.0
10 6.8 3.8 1.7 0.8 0.7 0.7 15.0 6.5
25 0 0 0.8 0.7 3.8 2.7 9.7 3.6

Genotype, drug concentration and experimental conditions, as indicated. Average percent rescue was calculated as (number of rescued adults/total number of pupae) ×
100%. Notably, lower drug concentrations led to better rescue.
PGZ, pioglitazone containing food; DMSO, vehicle control; SEM, standard error of mean.
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FUSWT and disease-associatedmutant FUSP525L inmotor neurons
results in impaired larval locomotion, which is rescued by 1 μ
pioglitazone. As is the casewith TDP-43, administration of piogli-
tazone does not alter FUS protein levels (Fig. 3E and F). These data
indicate that the beneficial effect of pioglitazone extends to FUS-
dependent toxicity in motor neurons at least in regards to loco-
motor dysfunction.

We also tested whether pioglitazone can improve lifespan in
adults expressing FUS in motor neurons. As with Repo>TDP-43
experiments (Fig. 2C), developmental feeding of pioglitazone re-
sulted in a significantly shorter lifespan for FUSWT

flies, but not
FUSP525L

flies (Fig. 3C). No difference was observed between the
two variants following adult feeding (Fig. 3D). Overall, these
data indicate that although pioglitazone can rescue some aspects
of the disease, it is not effective in improving lifespan in adult
flies.

Pioglitazone is not protective in a Drosophila model
of ALS based on SOD1

As pioglitazone was previously shown to be protective in a SOD1
mouse model of ALS (48,49), we next asked whether it could also
mitigate locomotor defects in a Drosophila model (50). These ex-
periments showed that in contrast to the results with TDP-43
and FUS models, pioglitazone does not rescue the larval turning
phenotype caused by the expression of SOD1G85R mutant in
motor neurons (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, unlike TDP-43 and FUS, the
expression of wild-type human SOD1 (SOD1WT) in motor neurons
does not result in a larval turning phenotype compared with
w1118 controls (Fig. 3B). These findings are in contrast to previous
studies in mice where oral administration of pioglitazone to ani-
mals expressing SOD1G93A showed both improved locomotion
and increased lifespan (48,49). Although we used a different

SOD1 mutation than in the mouse study, SOD1G85R and SOD1G93A

mice share several phenotypic features including motor neuron
degeneration, paralysis of fore- and hind-limbs and muscle atro-
phy, leading to rapid progression of the disease (51,52). Taken to-
gether these results indicate that pioglitazone rescues larval
locomotion defects caused by motor neuron expression of TDP-
43 and FUS, but not SOD1, and suggest that distinct molecular
mechanisms may underlie different sub-types of motor neuron
disease.

PPARγ acts as the molecular target of pioglitazone
in vivo, in Drosophila

In humans, pioglitazone activates the nuclear receptor PPARγ,
resulting in transcriptional modulation of factors that reduce
insulin resistance (53). In the nervous system, PPARγ exerts
neuroprotection by reducing inflammation (39,54). Recently, pio-
glitazonewas shown to directly bindmitochondrial proteins sug-
gesting that it may act on additional targets in vivo (55,56).
Although Drosophila PPARγ has not been well characterized,
there are two predicted homologs, namely E75 and E78 that be-
long to the nuclear receptor superfamily and are most similar
in sequence to the human REV-ERBA receptor, a member of the
same subfamily as nuclear PPARs (57). To determine whether
pioglitazone exerts its neuroprotective activities in Drosophila
by activating PPARγ, we took a pharmacogenetic approach. In-
deed, if PPARγ is required for pioglitazone’s action, reducing the
receptor’s expression in the context of TDP-43 should render
motor neurons insensitive to the beneficial effects of the drug.
To test this, we used a loss of function allele for E75 (Eip75BΔ51)
in the context of TDPWT or TDPG298S and found that when E75 ex-
pressionwas reduced by 50%, pioglitazone could no longer rescue
TDP-43-dependent larval turning defects (Fig. 4A). Similar results

Figure 2. TDP-43-dependent toxicity in glia, but not in muscles, is partially mitigated by pioglitazone. (A and B) Larval locomotor defects are mitigated by pioglitazone
when TDP-43 is expressed in glia, but not in muscles. TDP-43 (wild type or mutant, as indicated) is expressed in glia using Repo-Gal4 driver (A), or in muscles using
BG487-Gal4 driver (B). Turning assay on larvae raised on fly food containing 1 μ pioglitazone or DMSO shows that pioglitazone can improve glial toxicity, but not that
in muscles. Error bars indicate SEM. Student’s T test is used to assess statistical significance. *P< 0.05. (C and D) Pioglitazone does not improve survival of Repo>TDP flies.
1 μ pioglitazone is administered during development (C) or to adults (D) as indicated. Note that Kaplan–Meier survival analysis shows that developmentally
administered pioglitazone results in significantly reduced lifespan for TDPWT

flies (C), while not affecting the lifespan under any other condition. ***indicates P< 0.001.
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were obtained when E78 was knocked down by RNAi in the con-
text of TDP-43 (Fig. 4B). Knock-down was confirmed by semi-
quantitative PCR that showed a reduction of ∼40% in transcript
levels compared with controls (Supplementary Material, Fig.
S2). Notably, whole larvae were used for PCR whereas the
knock-down is targeted using the D42-Gal4 driver, thus it is likely
that the actual reduction in E78 expression in motor neurons is
greater. These data indicate that PPARγ is the primary in vivo tar-
get of pioglitazone in the fly and are consistent with the notion
that activating PPARγ mitigates aspects of TDP-43-dependent
toxicity. Somewhat surprising is the fact that genetic interaction
between TDP-43 and E75/E78 was not significant. Larval turning
assays showed a non-significant trend toward worsening of the
TDPWT phenotype by E75 loss of function, whereas no change
was observed with E78 RNAi. For TDPG298S, we observed a signi-
ficant worsening of the larval turning defect with E78 RNAi
whereas no changewas foundwith E75 loss of function. These re-
sults suggest that E75 and E78 may need to be knocked down

simultaneously to detect a significant effect on TDP-43 toxicity
(data not shown).

Pioglitazone restores a subset of metabolites
dysregulated in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy

To gain insight into themechanismbywhich pioglitazone is neu-
roprotective, we took a global metabolomic approach using lar-
vae expressing TDP-43 in motor neurons (D42>TDP-43) and
D42>w1118 controls raised on either 1 μ pioglitazone, DMSO or
regular food. To determine specific metabolites that were re-
stored by pioglitazone in the context of TDPWT, we first compared
the metabolic profiles of D42>TDPWT larvae raised on drug food
versus DMSO and found 111 alterations among a total of 572 me-
tabolites detected in our samples (see Supplemental Material,
Table S1). Next, we asked which of the 111 pioglitazone-specific
changes were also caused by TDPWT expression as determined
by comparing the metabolic profiles of TDP-43-expressing larvae

Figure 3. Pioglitazone partially improves toxicity caused by FUS, but not SOD1 expression in motor neurons. (A and B) Larval locomotor defects caused by FUS, but not
SOD1 expression inmotor neurons, are improved by pioglitazone. Human FUS (A) and SOD1 (B), wild type or mutant (as indicated), are expressed inmotor neurons using
D42-Gal4 driver. Note that 1 μ pioglitazone only improves FUS-dependent larval locomotor defects, but not that caused by SOD1. Error bars indicate SEM. Student’s T test
is used to assess statistical significance. ** and ***indicate P < 0.01 and P < 0.001, respectively. (C and D) Pioglitazone does not improve survival of D42>FUS flies. 1 μ

pioglitazone is administered during development (C) or to adults (D) as indicated. Note that Kaplan–Meier survival analysis shows that developmentally administered
pioglitazone results in significantly reduced lifespan for FUSWT

flies (C), while not affecting the lifespan under any other condition. *indicates P < 0.05. (E and F)
Western blot shows no change in FUS protein levels with or without pioglitazone. Larvae raised on fly food containing DMSO or 1 μ pioglitazone are crushed in
Laemmli buffer and subjected to western blotting and probed for FUS or tubulin for loading control (E). Results show no change in protein levels with or without
pioglitazone (F). Error bars indicate SEM. Student’s T test is used to assess statistical significance.
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and D42>w1118 larvae raised on regular food. This led to the iden-
tification of 28 metabolites altered by both pioglitazone and
TDPWT (Table 2). Of these, 14 metabolites were altered in oppos-
ite direction comparedwith TDPWT, consistent with a restoration
by pioglitazone whereas 8 others appeared to be similarly af-
fected by pioglitazone and TDPWT suggesting that pioglitazone
does not further affect these biochemicals. In addition, we
found six metabolites further altered by pioglitazone in the
samedirection as that of TDP-43, consistentwith a potential wor-
sening effect. Among the 28metabolites, somewere also affected
by DMSO alone as determined by comparing the metabolic pro-
files of D42>TDPWT larvae raised onDMSOandD42>TDPWT larvae
raised on regular food. The fact that DMSO itself can mitigate or
further enhance TDP-43-dependent effects made some interpre-
tations difficult as we cannot be certain whether pioglitazone
restorations act on TDP-43 or DMSO effects (see Table 2).

The sole significantly restored metabolite was N-acetylgluta-
mine, which was increased in D42>TDPWT larvae versus
D42>w1118 on regular food (1.26, P < 0.05) and reduced by pioglita-
zone (in D42>TDPWT larvae on pioglitazone versus DMSO, 0.74,
P < 0.05, Fig. 5A and Table 2). There was a trend toward higher
N-acetylglutamine on DMSO compared with regular food (1.27,
P = 0.06); however, because pioglitazone significantly reduced
its levels, we considered the effect of DMSO to be negligible.

Increased N-acetylglutamine, a stable form of glutamine, sug-
gests alterations in glutamate metabolism, consistent with re-
ports of glutamate excitotoxicity in ALS (58). Pioglitazone also
restored the levels of phenylalanylarginine (PAA), a dipepetide
found to be elevated in D42>TDPWT larvae compared with
D42>w1118 on regular food; however, DMSO had a significant ef-
fect on this metabolite. Thus, we could not definitively ascertain
rescue in this case (see Table 2). It is interesting to note though
that increased levels of PAA suggest defects in protein turnover,
which are consistent with alterations in protein clearance known
to accompany TDP-43 proteinopathy (59). Several metabolites
showed trends toward restoration but did not reach statistical
significance. Among these, pyruvate, the end product of glycoly-
sis and a key metabolite at the intersection between several
metabolic pathways was significantly increased in both
D42>TDPWT and D42>TDPG298S larvae (1.67 and 1.6, compared
with D42>w1118 on regular food, respectively) and was slightly
but not significantly reduced in D42>TDPWT raised on pioglita-
zone compared with DMSO (0.68, see Fig. 5B and Table 2).

Interestingly, saccharopine, an intermediate in lysine metab-
olism,whereas it trends low inD42>TDPWT larvae (0.73 compared
with D42>w1118 on regular food, P = 0.08), it is significantly re-
duced on pioglitazone (0.67 comparedwith DMSO, Table 2). Simi-
larly, 4-hydroxybutyrate (GHB), a ketone body is significantly
reduced by pioglitazone (0.41, P = 0.04) from trending low in
TDPWT (0.54, P = 0.08, Fig. 5C and Table 2). Interestingly, SOD1
mice on ketogenic diet exhibit slower disease progression,
which may be attributed to the ability of ketone bodies to gener-
ate energy (60). These data suggest that somemetabolitesworsen
in the context of pioglitazone, whichmay explain the deleterious
effect of pioglitazone on lifespan.Additionalmetabolites of inter-
est include acetylcarnitine (ALCAR), a precursor to carnitine,
which is significantly reduced in the context of TDP-43 (A. Joardar
and D.C. Zarnescu, unpublished data) and remains low in the
context of pioglitazone (Fig. 5D and Table 2). Given carnitine’s
role in transporting fatty acids into the mitochondria for break-
down, these data suggest a TDP-43-dependent decrease in lipid
beta-oxidation. Notably, while there were some trends toward
restoration in D42>TDPG298S larvae, none of the metabolite res-
cues were statistically significant (see Table 3 and Supplemental
Material, Table S2). These findings are consistent with distinct
mechanisms underlying TDPWT versus mutant TDPG298S toxicity
at the cellular level (seemodel, Fig. 6). Overall, the vastmajorityof
alterations in amino acid or lipidmetabolismwas not restored by
pioglitazone or, was, in some cases worsened, consistent with
the drug’s ability to rescue some but not all TDP-43-dependent
phenotypes in Drosophila.

Discussion
ALS is the thirdmost common formof neurodegeneration follow-
ing Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s diseases (61). Although Riluzole
is approved for ALS patients, its benefits aremarginal, and at this
time, there are no known effective treatments for the disease.
There have been several efforts to design therapeutics using
the SOD1 mouse, the most commonly used animal model of
ALS. However, despite promising preclinical results, these candi-
date drugs have been disappointing in humans (62,63). To ad-
dress this significant issue, efforts are being made to develop
other animal models of ALS that can be used not only to identify
phenotypes and ‘early biomarkers’ of the disease but also will be
useful in drug screens for therapeutic purposes. We have previ-
ously generated a Drosophila model of ALS based on TDP-43,
which recapitulates several aspects of the human disease

Figure 4. E75 and E78, the Drosophila PPARγ homologs, are targets of pioglitazone.
Flies expressing TDPWT or TDPG298S were crossed with E75 LOF (A) or E78 RNAi (B)
virgin females on fly food containing 1 μ pioglitazone or DMSO (as indicated).
Larval turning assay was done on larvae expressing TDP-43 or E75 LOF/E78
RNAi alone or together. Pioglitazone rescued TDP-dependent neurotoxicity,
which was abolished in the context of E75 LOF and E78 RNAi. Error bars indicate
SEM. Student’s T test was used to assess statistical significance. *** and *indicate
P < 0.001 and P < 0.05, respectively. NS, not significant.
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including locomotor dysfunction and reduced lifespan (33,35).
Here, using thismodel, we show that the antidiabetic drug piogli-
tazone acts as a neuroprotectant for aspects of TDP-43 proteino-
pathy by activating the putative Drosophila PPARγ homologs E75
and E78. We also show that pioglitazone mitigates FUS but not
SOD1-dependent toxicity in Drosophila, consistentwith previous
published work showing that distinct mechanisms are likely at
work in the context of these differentmodels of ALS (64). Interest-
ingly, pioglitazone did not improve, and in some cases worsened,
the lifespan of TDP-43-expressing flies, when administered ei-
ther during development, or after ‘disease onset’, which is con-
sistent with results from recent clinical trials (42,65). This
apparent disconnect is consistentwith the effects of pioglitazone
on cellular metabolism. As described earlier, while pioglitazone
treatment restored some metabolites altered owing to TDP-43
overexpression in motor neurons, others were unchanged or
even worsened. This provides a potential explanation for why
some phenotypes but not others are rescued by pioglitazone.
Aside from the possibility that different drug concentrations
may be needed, it remains unclear why pioglitazone is protective
in mouse but not fly SOD1 models and, in retrospect, given the
similarities between the effect of pioglitazone in Drosophila
models of ALS and humans, the fly appears to be amore accurate
predictor of clinical trial outcomes.

It is tempting to speculate that the predictive power of the
Drosophila model may lie in the tools that enable motor neuronal
versus glial versusmuscle-specific expression of the toxic TDP-43
protein. Our results show that pioglitazone mitigates neuronal
and glial TDP-43-dependent toxicity but has no effect on the
locomotor dysfunction caused by muscle-specific expression of

TDP-43. This type of knowledge is easily obtainable in the fly
model and can provide helpful information about cell autono-
mous versus non-autonomous effects as well as the efficacy of
candidate drugs in different tissues of interest. While it was
shown that pioglitazone reduces inflammation in the glia, its ef-
fects in neurons or muscles have not been studied in the mouse
prior to human trials (48). Our results indicate that the protective
effects of pioglitazone are specific to the nervous system and
were not observed in muscles, at least within the limits of our
experimental conditions (i.e. tissue-specific levels of expression
and drug concentration). These findings suggest that future pre-
clinical studies may benefit from testing candidate therapies in
multiple disease models in which tissue specificity and several
phenotypic outcomes are easily ascertained.

Pioglitazone has been originally developed for the treatment
of type 2 diabetes as PPARγ activation in the liver improves glu-
cosemetabolism systemically (66). In the nervous system, activa-
tion of the nuclear hormone receptor PPARγ has been shown to
have anti-inflammatory and neuroprotective effects (39,54). In
our model, we found that pioglitazone can restore a rather lim-
ited set of metabolites altered in a TDP-43-dependent manner
(see Fig. 6 for model). We found evidence of altered glutamine/
glutamate metabolism in TDPWT

flies, as displayed by elevated
levels of N-acetylglutamine, which is restored by pioglitazone.
Excessive levels of extracellular glutamate in the central nervous
system cause hyperexcitability of neurons, ultimately leading to
their death. The glutamate transporter GLT1/EAAT2 plays a
major role in maintaining extracellular glutamate levels below
the excitotoxic concentrations by efficiently transporting this
metabolite. Interestingly, astrocytic GLT1/EAAT2 gene is a target

Figure 5.Metabolites altered by pioglitazone in the context of TDPWT.N-Acetylglutamine (A), pyruvate (B), 4-hydroxybutyrate (C) and ALCAR (D) are shown as examples of
restoration, restoration trend, worsening and no change by pioglitazone, respectively (see also Table 2). Genotypes and experimental conditions, as indicated. Dashed
lines indicate trends with P > 0.05 and P < 0.1, as shown. * and **indicate P < 0.05 and P < 0.01, respectively. DMSO, vehicle control; PGZ, pioglitazone containing food.
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of PPARγ, leading to neuroprotection by increasing glutamate up-
take (67). Furthermore, pyruvate, which is significantly high in
both TDPWT and TDPG298S, shows a trend toward reduction
upon pioglitazone treatment for TDPWT. Pyruvate is a central me-
tabolite that lies at the junction of several intersecting cellular
pathways including glucose and fatty acid metabolism. It is con-
verted to oxaloacetate by the enzyme pyruvate carboxylase,
which is a key step in lipogenesis. Interestingly, PPARγ, the target
of pioglitazone, is a direct transcriptional modulator of the pyru-
vate carboxylase gene (68). Given the fact that ALS patients suffer
from massive weight loss, this provides a possible explanation
for the potential protective effects of pioglitazone through in-
creased lipogenesis. Taken together, ourmetabolomics approach
provides useful insights for understanding the molecular me-
chanisms underlying ALS pathophysiology. Interestingly, altered
cellular metabolism has previously been implicated in ALS
pathophysiology with patients exhibiting signs of hypermetabo-
lism (28–32,69). Notably, our fly model also showed signs of
hypermetabolism including an increase in pyruvate, a key me-
tabolite linking glucosemetabolism to the TCA cycle. Additional-
ly, the ketone body GHB is reduced in the context of TDPWT,
consistent with a clinical study showing that a ketogenic diet slo-
wed ALS disease progression (60). Given the similarities between
the metabolic profile of the Drosophila model and human sam-
ples, it will be interesting in the future, to design therapeutic ap-
proaches aimed at restoring these common metabolic changes
using nutritional supplementation.

In summary, our data show the potential of using the fly
model of ALS as a rapid and efficacious system for drug screening
in vivo. Our results using FUS and SOD1 flymodels of ALS indicate
that pioglitazone is effective inmitigating some, but not all forms
of the disease, which suggests that stratification of patient popu-
lations should be considered in future clinical trials. The primary
endpoint tested in prior clinical trials, namely lifespan, was not
improved by pioglitazone, which is consistent with our data in
Drosophila. Although the results from the clinical trials have
not shownmuch promise in ALS patients, the use of pioglitazone
as a tool to dissectmolecularmechanisms of the disease remains
attractive. Our metabolomic profiling with and without pioglita-
zone pinpoints pathways that could be targeted either by drugs or
by diet modifications. Also, it is possible that chemical modifica-
tions of pioglitazone, which was optimized for adipose tissue,T
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Figure 6. Proposed model for the neuroprotective effect of pioglitazone.
Pioglitazone (or TZDs, in general) activates the nuclear receptor PPARγ homolog
E75/E78 in vivo in Drosophila. This neuroprotection is imparted to TDP-43
and FUS, but not SOD1 fly models of ALS. Furthermore, the improvement is
tissue specific. In our model, some but not all aspects of cellular metabolism
are restored by pioglitazone whereas others are worsened. Additionally, TDPWT

and TDPG298S exhibit distinct metabolic alterations, implying differential
mechanisms of disease pathophysiology.
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skeletal muscle and liver, are needed for increased efficacy in the
nervous system. The protective effect of pioglitazone opens up
avenues for designing small molecules with modifications
around the basic structure of the drug, and testing their potential
in vivo, in the flymodel. Furthermore, clinical trials have not been
stratified for TDP-43 pathology or mutations; thus, significant re-
sults may have been missed. Our developmental and adult feed-
ing experiments clearly demonstrate that locomotor function is
improved by pioglitazone suggesting that despite its lack of effect
on lifespan, PPARγ remains a molecular target with therapeutic
potential, perhaps in combination with other strategies based
on restoring the metabolic alterations caused by TDP-43 in the
nervous system.

Materials and Methods
Drosophila genetics

All Drosophila stocks and crosses were maintained on standard
yeast/cornmeal/molasses food at 25°C. Transgenic flies expres-
sing human TDP-43 variants with C-terminal YFP tags were
generated as previously described (33,35). GMR Gal4, D42-Gal4,
Repo-Gal4, BG487-Gal4 or mhc-Gal4 were used to drive expres-
sion in different tissues using the GAL4-UAS system (70) and
were obtained from the Bloomington Stock Center together
with Eip75BΔ51/TM6B, P{Ubi-GFP.S65T}PAD2, Tb, y1 v1; P{TRiP.
JF02258}attP2, w1118; P{UAS-hSOD1.G85R}2a P{UAS-hSOD1.G85R}
2b; P{UAS-hSOD1.G85R}3a P{UAS-hSOD1.G85R}3b, and w1118; P
{UAS-hSOD1}16.2. w1118; UAS-FUSWT and w1118; UAS-FUSP525L

transgenics were gifts from Brian McCabe. For genetic controls,
w1118 was crossed with the appropriate Gal4 driver.

Drug screen

UAS TDP-43males were crossed with D42-Gal4 female virgins on
fly food containing either DMSO or pioglitazone. For DMSO con-
trols, the same volume of DMSO as the corresponding drug con-
centration was added. Bromophenol blue was added to a final
concentration of ∼0.02% to ensure homogeneity. Crosses were
made on drug food with three female virgins and two males in
each vial and weremaintained at 25°C unless noted. The parents
were discarded after 5–7 days and then the vials were screened
for adult progeny with straight wings from Day 14 to Day 25. All
adults were screened for TDP-43 expression by visualizing the
YFP tag. Total number of pupae was counted on Day 25. Percent
survival was calculated using the formula (total number of
straight-winged adults/total number of pupae) × 100. All experi-
ments were performed in triplicate.

Larval turning assay

Assays were performed as previously described (33,35). Briefly,
wandering third instar larvae were placed on room temperature
grape juice plates, allowed to acclimate then gently turned ven-
tral side up. The time required for larvae to flip back to dorsal
side up and start moving forward was noted as the larval turning
time. At least 30 larvae per genotype and condition were tested.

Lifespan analysis with pioglitazone

For developmental feeding experiments, crosses were made on
drug food at 25°C. Newly eclosed flies were separated by sex
and housed in separate vials with no >4 flies per vial at 25°C.
For adult feeding experiments, crosses were made on regular
food at 22°C. Immediately after eclosion, flies were separated by

sex and placed in fresh vialswith drug food at 25°C. Survival plots
were generated using the survival andHmisc packages in R (RDe-
velopment Core Team, 2013) and Rstudio (R Studio, Inc., Boston,
MA, USA) software. Statistical analysis was done using the
log-rank test in R.

Metabolomics

D42-Gal4 virgin females were crossed with UAS TDP-43 YFP or
w1118 males and raised on regular food (RF), DMSO or 1 μ piogli-
tazone (PGZ) containing food. 50–60 third instar larvae (∼50–
60 mg) per samplewere collected and flash-frozen in liquid nitro-
gen. Metabolomic and statistical analyses were conducted at
Metabolon as described previously (71). Briefly, fly samples
(N = 5 foreachgenotype/treatment)were subjected tomethanol ex-
traction and then split into aliquots for analysis by ultrahigh per-
formance liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry (UHPLC/MS)
in the positive, negative or polar ion mode and by gas chromatog-
raphy/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). Metabolites were identified by
automated comparison of ion features to a reference library of
chemical standard followed by visual inspection for quality con-
trol. Peaks were quantified using area-under-the-curve. Following
normalization to Bradford protein concentration data were log
transformed. Missing values for a given metabolite were imputed
with the minimum observed value for each compound based on
the assumption that they were below the limit of instrument de-
tection sensitivity. For studies spanning multiple days, a data nor-
malization step was performed to correct variation resulting from
instrument inter-day tuning differences.

Western blotting

Western blotting was done following standard protocol. Briefly,
protein samples (whole larvae crushed in 2× Laemmli Buffer)
were resolved on 4–20% SDS–PAGE gradient precast gels (BioRad)
and then transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane (Millipore).
Following blocking in 5% fat-free milk in 1× TBST, the following
primary antibodies were used for different experiments at 4°C
overnight: rabbit anti-GFP (Invitrogen) at 1:3000, rabbit anti-FUS
(Abcam) at 1:1000, and mouse anti-tubulin β clone KMX-1
(Millipore) at 1:1000. Secondary antibodies used were as follows:
goat anti-rabbit at 1:10 000 or goat anti-mouse at 1:10 000. Pro-
teins were detected using Odyssey and quantified using LICOR
Image Studio Lite software. TDP43 and FUS levels were normal-
ized to β-tubulin and represented as fold change. The data are
an average of three independent experiments. Error bars indicate
SEM.

Semi-quantitative PCR

Total RNAwas prepared from fly heads (GMR Gal4>E78RNAi) using
RNeasy Kit (Qiagen) with on-column DNAse treatment. First
strand cDNA synthesis was performed with a Superscript III
cDNA synthesis Kit (Invitrogen). Semi-quantitative PCR reactions
were performed by normalizing E78 to GAPDH levels. Primers
used were as follows: CGAGGGTTGCAAGGGATTC (forward) and
CACATTGAGGGAGGCAGGAG (reverse).

Statistical analyses

Student’s T test was used for statistical analysis of larval turning
experiments, western blots and semi-quantitative PCR, whereas
log-rank test was used for survival analyses. For metabolomics
statistical analyses and data display, anymissing values were as-
sumed to be below the limits of detection; these values were
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imputed with the compoundminimum (minimum value imput-
ation). To determine statistical significance, two-way ANOVA
with post hoc contrasts (T-tests) was performed in ArrayStudio
(Omicsoft) or ‘R’ to compare data between experimental groups;
P < 0.05 was considered significant. An estimate of the false dis-
covery rate (Q-value) was calculated to take into account themul-
tiple comparisons that normally occur in metabolomic-based
studies, with Q < 0.05 used as an indication of high confidence
in a result (72).

Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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ALS patients exhibit dyslipidemia, hypermetabolism and weight loss; in addition, cellular

energetics deficits have been detected prior to denervation. Although evidence that

metabolism is altered in ALS is compelling, the mechanisms underlying metabolic

dysregulation and the contribution of altered metabolic pathways to disease remain

poorly understood. Here we use a Drosophila model of ALS based on TDP-43 that

recapitulates hallmark features of the disease including locomotor dysfunction and

reduced lifespan. We performed a global, unbiased metabolomic profiling of larvae

expressing TDP-43 (wild-type, TDPWT or disease-associated mutant, TDPG298S) and

identified several lipid metabolism associated alterations. Among these, we found a

significant increase in carnitine conjugated long-chain fatty acids and a significant

decrease in carnitine, acetyl-carnitine and beta-hydroxybutyrate, a ketone precursor.

Taken together these data suggest a deficit in the function of the carnitine shuttle

and reduced lipid beta oxidation. To test this possibility we used a combined genetic

and dietary approach in Drosophila. Our findings indicate that components of the

carnitine shuttle are misexpressed in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy and that

genetic modulation of CPT1 or CPT2 expression, two core components of the carnitine

shuttle, mitigates TDP-43 dependent locomotor dysfunction, in a variant dependent

manner. In addition, feeding medium-chain fatty acids or beta-hydroxybutyrate improves

locomotor function, consistent with the notion that bypassing the carnitine shuttle deficit

is neuroprotective. Taken together, our findings highlight the potential contribution of the

carnitine shuttle and lipid beta oxidation in ALS and suggest strategies for therapeutic

intervention based on restoring lipid metabolism in motor neurons.

Keywords: TDP-43, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, metabolomics, lipid metabolism, beta lipid oxidation, carnitine

shuttle
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INTRODUCTION

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a complex
neurodegenerative disease characterized by upper and lower
motor neuron atrophy. Motor neuron dysfunction leads to rapid
muscle loss, weakness, paralysis, and eventual death (Al-Chalabi
et al., 2012; Robberecht and Philips, 2013). There is no cure
for ALS and the available treatments are at best palliative. One
of the pathological hallmarks of disease is the accumulation
of the TAR DNA binding protein 43 (TDP-43) in cytoplasmic
aggregates, both in glial and neuronal cells (Neumann et al.,
2006). These aggregates have been identified in 97% of all ALS,
and 45% of frontotemporal degeneration (FTD) cases making
it an important, unifying feature of the ALS/FTD spectrum
disorder (Ling et al., 2013).

Clinical observations indicate that in addition to loss
of motor function, ALS patients exhibit gross metabolic
changes that include weight loss, hypermetabolism (in > 50%
patients) (Desport et al., 2005; Bouteloup et al., 2009), insulin
resistance (Wuolikainen et al., 2016), and impaired glucose
tolerance (Pradat et al., 2010). What remains unclear is how
these metabolic changes arise, or may contribute to disease
progression. Indeed, key metabolic alterations, such as weight
loss, are undoubtedly influenced by loss of muscle mass due to
degeneration of motor neurons. However, work in ALS animal
models has demonstrated that defects in cellular energetics
precede denervation and muscle atrophy (reviewed in Dupuis
et al., 2011). In addition, recent clinical studies in patients have
shown that high caloric diets can improve disease outcomes
suggesting that metabolic intervention may provide effective
therapeutic strategies (Wills et al., 2014). Moreover, metabolic
profiling data from ALS patients show significantly altered
metabolites consistent with defects in cellular energetics (Lawton
et al., 2012, 2014). These findings highlight the need for
identifying metabolic alterations at the cellular level, in motor
neurons and glia, that may uncover key strategies for preventing
and ameliorating metabolic dysregulation in ALS.

We have previously developed a Drosophila model of ALS
based on neuronal or glial expression of human TDP-43 (Estes
et al., 2011, 2013). TDP-43 overexpression in either motor
neurons or glial cells leads to reduced locomotor function,
reduced lifespan, and synaptic alterations at the neuromuscular
junction (Coyne et al., 2014, 2017). Here, we use this Drosophila
model of ALS to dissect motor neuron and glia specific alterations
inmetabolism and probe the role of the carnitine shuttle and lipid
beta oxidation in disease. Metabolic profiling of larvae expressing
TDP-43 (wild-type or disease associated mutant G298S) in motor
neurons identifies an accumulation of carnitine conjugated
long-chain fatty acids and a significant reduction in carnitine
and beta-hydroxybutyrate, a ketone precursor. Together with
transcriptional profiling data, these metabolic changes point to
defects in the carnitine shuttle, which is required for long-
chain fatty acid import into mitochondria and subsequent
breakdown by lipid beta oxidation ultimately leading to ATP
production. We reasoned that since medium-chain fatty acids
and beta-hydroxybutyrate can cross into the mitochondrial
matrix independent of the carnitine shuttle, TDP-43 dependent

phenotypes might be attenuated by dietary supplementation with
these molecules. In this study, we demonstrate that these dietary
interventions mitigate locomotor defects caused by TDP-43 in
motor neurons. Furthermore, genetic manipulations of carnitine
shuttle components modulate locomotor function in TDP-43
expressing larvae. Taken together, these findings provide support
to the notion that improving cellular energetics by countering
metabolic alterations such as carnitine shuttle deficits in motor
neurons can mitigate ALS phenotypes.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila Genetics
All Drosophila stocks and crosses were kept on standard
yeast/cornmeal/molasses food at 25◦C except for genetic
interaction experiments where D42 > TDP-43 crosses were
maintained at 22◦C to facilitate increased survival of adult males
needed for crossing with CPT mutant females. Transgenics
harboring human TDP-43 human wild type (TDPWT) and
disease-associated mutant (TDPG298S) variants were previously
described (Estes et al., 2011, 2013). TDP-43 was expressed
in motor neurons and glia using the D42 GAL4 (Gustafson
and Boulianne, 1996) and repo GAL4 (Sepp et al., 2001)
drivers, respectively. For controls, w1118 was crossed with
either the D42 or repo Gal4 drivers, as appropriate. To
manipulate CPT1 (withered, whd) and CPT2, we used: y1v1;
P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8] = TRiP.HMS00040} attP2/TM3, Sb and
w1118; PBac{w[+mC]=WH} CPT2f 02667/TM6B, Tb1 (from the
Bloomington Stock Center). y1 v1; P{y[+t7.7] = CaryP} attP2
was used as a genetic background control for CPT1 RNAi knock-
down experiments.

To evaluate RNAi knock-down efficiency of CPT1 RNAi, y1v1;
P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8] = TRiP.HMS00040} attP2/TM3, Sb1was
crossed with the ubiquitous driver actin GAL4 (w; Actin
GAL4/CyO, from the Bloomington Stock Center). Whole flies
expressing CPT1 RNAi ubiquitously were isolated, and CPT1
mRNA levels were tested by qPCR (see below for qPCR
protocol and primers). CPT2f 02667 mutants are homozygous
lethal, therefore, we introduced this allele as a heteryzgote in the
context of TDP-43. CPT2 reduction was evaluated by qPCR in
adult heads elavc155 GAL4/+;+/+; CPT2f 02667/+.

Fly Food Supplementation
Standard yeast/cornmeal/molasses food was heated and then
allowed to cool to 55–60◦C. The food was supplemented
with either coconut oil [organic, expeller pressed unrefined
virgin coconut oil (365 everyday value, Whole Foods market)],
ethyl heptanoate (Sigma cat#: W243728) or sodium R-,S-
beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB, Sigma cat#: H6501). Following
supplement addition to the desired concentration, the food was
dispensed into vials and allowed to cool.

Locomotor Assays
Larval turning assays were performed as previously described
(Estes et al., 2011, 2013). Briefly, third instar larvae were placed
at room temperature on grape juice plates made of 2.5% agar
and grape juice. Larvae are allowed to acclimate on the grape
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plate, then gently turned ventral side up. Larvae were individually
timed from the time they are turned to the time they reorientate
themselves ventral side down and make their first forward
motion. The number of larvae tested in each experiment has
been noted in the appropriate Results section. Larval turning data
were analyzed using Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison tests
(GraphPad Prism v7).

Metabolite Analysis
Metabolomic analysis was conducted by Metabolon as
previously described (Joardar et al., 2014). Briefly, D42-
Gal4 virgin females were crossed with UAS-TDP-43-YFP or
w1118 males and raised on standard food. 50–60 wandering
third instar larvae (50–60mg) per sample were collected
and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. Protein from larval
samples (N = 5 replicates per genotype) was precipitated with
methanol under vigorous shaking conditions, and processed
using ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography/mass
spectrometry (UHPLC/MS), or by gas chromatography/mass
spectrometry (GC/MS). Following normalization to Bradford
protein concentration, log transformation and imputation
of missing values, if any, with the minimum observed value
for each compound, One-way ANOVA was used to identify
biochemicals that differed significantly between experimental
groups.

RNA Isolation, cDNA Preparation, and
qPCR
Ventral nerve cords (VNCs) were dissected from five wandering
third instar larvae per genotype, per biological replicate.
Dissections were performed in ice cold HL-3 saline buffer
(70mM NaCL, 5mM KCl, 22mM MgCl2, 10mM NaHCO3,
5mM trehalose, 115mM sucrose, 5mMHEPES, pH 7.3). Briefly,
dissections were performed to isolate both brain lobes and
ventral nerve cord where motor neurons and glia reside. VNCs
were then transferred to 50 µL RLT Buffer (Qiagen) with
1% BME before being homogenized and stored at −80◦C.
RNA was extracted using the RNeasy RNA Extraction Kit
(Qiagen) and stored at −80◦C. Genomic DNA (gDNA) was
cleared using a DNase I (Thermo Fisher Scientific) digestion
protocol. Following gDNA clearing, reverse transcription was
performed to generate complement DNA (cDNA) from mRNA
using the Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-
qPCR (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The quality of the cDNA
was tested using GPDH primers (see below for sequence) and
GoTaq endpoint polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocol
(Promega). Quantitative PCR was performed using a SYBR
Green protocol (Applied Biosystems) and primers designed to
span exon-exon junctions, with the exception of colt, which
has only one exon and was assayed using the TaqMan gene
expression assay (Thermo Fisher). Each reaction was conducted
in 3-6 biological replicates with three technical replicates
each.

Primer Sequences and Taqman Probes
CPT1/withered (whd): Forward primer—AGGAACTGCAGCCT
ATCATGG; Reverse primer - GGAGTTGCTTTGCCCTTCAG

CPT2: Forward primer—GTGCCACTTGGTGTTCTGAC;
Reverse primer—TGTCGAACCAACGATTCTGC

GPDH: Forward primer—CCGCAGTGCTTGTTTTGCT;
Reverse primer—TATGGCCGAACCCCAGTTG

CACT/congested-like trachea (colt) : Taqman - Dm0180
8195_s1

GPDH: Taqman - Dm01841185_m1

Statistics
Mass Spectrometry
One-way ANOVA was used to identify metabolites that differed
significantly between experimental groups. A summary of the
numbers of metabolites that achieved statistical significance
(Pvalue ≤ 0.05) is reported (Figure 1, Table 1). The false discovery
rate (Q value) was calculated to take into account the multiple
comparisons that normally occur in metabolomic-based studies
(see Table 1 and Storey and Tibshirani, 2003).

RT-qPCR
CT values were averaged and analyzed using the !!CT method
(Pfaffl, 2001) to normalize target gene values to those of GPDH
(housekeeping gene), and to compare relative transcript levels
between TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S and w1118 controls. The
Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess statistical significance in
GraphPad Prism v7.

Larval Turning
To calculate significance we used the non-parametric Kruskal-
Wallis test which assumes non-equal variance between data sets.

RESULTS

Lipid Metabolism Is Dysregulated in a
Drosophila Model of ALS Based on TDP-43
To gain insights into ALS related metabolic defects, we took
an unbiased, global metabolomics approach (see Materials
and methods, and Joardar et al., 2014). In brief, whole
larvae expressing TDP-43 (either TDPWT or TDPG298S) in
motor neurons with the D42 GAL4 driver were analyzed
by Metabolon, Inc. using ultrahigh performance liquid
chromatography-tandem mass spectroscopy (UPLC-MS/MS)
and gas chromatography-mass spectroscopy (GC-MS). Among
the 133 compounds associated with lipid metabolism that were
detected by the Metabolon platform, we found 21 metabolites
significantly altered in the context of TDPWT (P < 0.05)
and 31 altered in the context of TDPG298S (P < 0.05) (see
Supplemental Table 1). More specifically, we found an increase
in fatty acid carnitine conjugates (e.g., myristoylcarnitine,
palmitoylcarnitine, oleoylcarnitine, and linoleoylcarnitine).
These were more prominent in TDPG298S but were also detected
in TDPWT larvae, suggesting decreased lipid beta-oxidation
(see Figure 1 and Table 1). Consistent with these observations,
the levels of carnitine, which is required for mitochondrial
entry of long-chain fatty acids, are significantly decreased. In
addition, beta-hydroxybutyrate, a ketone precursor and a key
product of lipid beta-oxidation, is decreased in both TDPWT

and TDPG298S expressing larvae. These findings are consistent
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FIGURE 1 | Metabolomic profiling of ALS larvae uncovers deficits in carnitine, carnitine conjugation and lipid beta oxidation. (A) Carnitine shuttle components and

fatty acid import into mitochondria. CPT1, 2, carnitine acyltransferases; CACT, carnitine acylcarnitine transferase; IMM, Inner mitochondrial membrane; OMM, Outer

mitochondrial membrane. (B) Summary of significantly altered metabolites in TDPWT and TDPG298S compared to w1118 controls. Green indicates significant

downregulation and red indicates significant upregulation (Pvalue < 0.05).

with alterations in the mitochondrial carnitine shuttle and
decreased mitochondrial lipid metabolism in the context of
TDP-43 proteinopathy.

Transcriptional Profiling Indicates TDP-43
Dependent Alterations in the Expression of
Carnitine Shuttle Components CPT1,
CPT2, and CACT
To further probe the integrity of the carnitine shuttle in the
context of TDP-43 proteinopathy, we used quantitative PCR
(qPCR) to measure the expression of its key components,
CPT1, CPT2, and CACT (Figure 2). TDPWT or TDPG298S

were expressed in motor neurons and glia with D42 GAL4
and repo GAL4, respectively (Estes et al., 2013). VNCs
comprising the majority of motor neurons, interneurons
and glia expressing TDP-43 as well as w1118 controls were
dissected from wandering third instar larvae. Following RNA
isolation and cDNA preparation, qPCR was performed using

primers specific to Drosophila CPT1, CPT2, and congested-
like trachea (colt, CACT homolog) transcripts (see Materials
and Methods for experimental details and primer information).
These experiments revealed complex changes in the expression
of carnitine shuttle components in motor neurons and glia, in
a variant dependent manner (see Figure 2). When TDPWT was
expressed in motor neurons we found colt to be significantly
upregulated [2.00 (N = 3) fold change, Pvalue = 0.04], whileCPT1
trended upwards [1.42 (N = 6) Pvalue = 0.08] andCPT2 remained
unaltered (N = 6). When expressed in glial cells, there were no
changes detected in CPT1, CPT2 or colt expression. TDPG298S

expression in motor neurons caused a significant decrease in
CPT1 [0.56-fold (N = 6), Pvalue = 0.04], an increase inCPT2 [1.3-
fold (N = 6), Pvalue = 0.04] and an upward trend in colt [1.79-fold
(N = 3), Pvalue = 0.14]. Although additional studies are needed
to precisely determine the mechanism by which long-chain fatty
acid import shuttling is altered by TDPWT and disease associated
TDPG298S, our data support the notion that components of the
carnitine shuttle are affected at the transcriptional level in the
context of TDP-43 proteinopathy.
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TABLE 1 | Summary of metabolites associated with lipid metabolism in TDPWT and TDPG298S compared to w1118 controls.

TDPWT

w1118
TDPG298S

w1118

Sub pathway Biochemical name (number of carbons) P-value Q-value P-value Q-value

Medium chain fatty acid Caprylate (8:0) 0.91 0.322 0.5054 0.84 0.0947 0.0743

Caprate (10:0) 1.13 0.1394 0.3364 1.03 0.6364 0.2714

10-undecenoate (11:1n1) 1 0.881 0.6922 0.94 0.6643 0.2776

Laurate (12:0) 1.12 0.2719 0.475 1.06 0.4854 0.2304

5-dodecenoate (12:1n7) 0.88 0.2037 0.4147 0.82 0.0508 0.048

Long chain fatty acid Myristate (14:0) 1.03 0.7417 0.6697 0.97 0.9668 0.3551

Myristoleate (14:1n5) 1.02 0.7413 0.6697 1.01 0.7832 0.3091

Pentadecanoate (15:0) 0.92 0.7983 0.6746 0.77 0.1489 0.1005

Palmitate (16:0) 0.91 0.4195 0.5696 0.79 0.0435 0.0433

Palmitoleate (16:1n7) 0.97 0.998 0.7217 0.82 0.2499 0.1445

Margarate (17:0) 0.76 0.2025 0.4147 0.65 0.0378 0.0396

10-heptadecenoate (17:1n7) 0.85 0.7824 0.6746 0.68 0.23 0.1364

Oleate (18:1n9) 0.92 0.7135 0.662 0.77 0.1768 0.112

Nonadecanoate (19:0) 0.89 0.6763 0.6599 0.9 0.7703 0.307

10-nonadecenoate (19:1n9) 0.7 0.2182 0.4229 0.73 0.388 0.1938

7-nonadecenoate (19:1n12) 0.82 0.4783 0.5832 0.62 0.0979 0.0762

Arachidate (20:0) 0.85 0.4454 0.5755 0.74 0.1622 0.1063

Eicosenoate (20:1n9 or 11) 0.85 0.6873 0.662 0.7 0.2915 0.1609

Erucate (22:1n9) 0.77 0.3719 0.5294 0.71 0.219 0.1332

Carnitine metabolism Carnitine (7) 0.88 0.0035 0.0411 0.86 0.0006 0.0019

Fatty acid metabolism (acyl carnitine) Acetylcarnitine (9) 0.83 0.01 0.0813 0.74 0.0001 0.0007

Myristoylcarnitine (21) 1.41 0.0314 0.1641 1.99 0.0001 0.0007

Palmitoylcarnitine (23) 1.14 0.3647 0.5246 1.41 0.0352 0.038

Stearoylcarnitine (25) 0.82 0.2075 0.4148 0.93 0.6305 0.2695

Linoleoylcarnitine (25) 0.95 0.9568 0.7192 1.42 0.0723 0.0612

Oleoylcarnitine (25) 1.29 0.1606 0.3604 1.55 0.0176 0.0221

Ketone bodies 3-hydroxybutyrate (BHBA) (4) 0.63 0.0137 0.0988 0.56 0.0012 0.003

Altered metabolites in third instar larvae crossed with the motor neuron driver D42 GAL4 were measured using gas or liquid chromatography followed by mass spectrometry. Each

biochemical raw output was rescaled to set the median equal to 1. Values for each sample are normalized by Bradford protein concentration. Red and green colored cells indicate

statistically significant changes (P-value< 0.05) that are increased and decreased, respectively. Light red and light green colored cells indicate upward or downward trends, respectively

(P-value <0.1). Q-values represent the false discovery rate.

FIGURE 2 | TDP-43 causes alterations in the expression of carnitine shuttle components. (A–C) Transcriptional profiling using q RT PCR of CPT1 mRNA (A), CPT2

mRNA (B) and colt mRNA (C) indicates TDP-43 dependent changes in motor neurons and glia. TDPWT or TDPG298S were expressed using D42 GAL4 (motor

neurons) or repo GAL4 (glia). Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons test was used to calculate significance. n.s., not significant; *Pvalue < 0.05.
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Key Components of the Carnitine Shuttle
Modulate TDP-43 Dependent Phenotypes
The TDP-43 dependent transcriptional changes we found in
CPT1 and CPT2 predict that dosage alterations in these genes
modify ALS-like phenotypes in our model. Indeed, we found
that knocking down CPT1 (withered, whd in Drosophila) by
RNAi causes a reduction in larval turning time from 12.3 ±

0.48 s (N = 30) to 9.51 ± 0.37 s (N = 30) (Pvalue < 0.0001)
in the context of TDPWT and from 13.53 ± 0.59 s to 9.95 ±

0.32 s (N = 30) in the context of TDPG298S (Pvalue < 0.0001)
but has no effect on its own (N = 30) (Figure 3A). CPT1
levels were reduced by 70% in whole flies expressing CPT1
RNAi using the ubiquitous actin GAL4 driver (see Materials
and Methods and data not shown). These genetic interaction
results are consistent with the CPT1 transcript trending upwards
in the context of TDPWT overexpression in motor neurons
(compare Figure 3A with Figure 2A). For mutant TDP-43, the
rescue by CPT1 RNAi together with our qPCR findings that
CPT1 transcript is downregulated in motor neurons expressing
TDPG298S suggests that CPT1 downregulation in the context of
TDPG298S is a compensatory mechanism (compare Figure 3A
with Figure 2A). Similarly, reducing CPT2 dosage using a loss
of function allele (CPT2f 02667, see Materials and Methods)
mitigates TDPG298S dependent locomotor dysfunction (N = 21),
as expected from our findings thatCPT2mRNA is upregulated by
TDPG298S overexpression in motor neurons (compare Figure 3B
with Figure 2B). Consistent with our transcriptional profiling
data, reducing CPT2 dosage has no effect on larval turning
in w1118 controls (N = 24) or larvae expressing TDPWT in
motor neurons (N = 27). qPCR analyses of CPT2 knock-
down using the CPT2f 02667 allele shows a 35% reduction
in CPT2 mRNA (see Materials and Methods and data not
shown). Taken together these results indicate that at least some

aspects of TDP-43 toxicity are caused by alterations in specific
carnitine shuttle components, and manipulating their expression
genetically mitigates locomotor dysfunction in our Drosophila
model of ALS.

Dietary Supplementation Using
Medium-Chain Fatty Acids or
Beta-Hydroxybutyrate Mitigates
Locomotor Defects Caused by TDP-43
Overexpression in Motor Neurons
Fatty acyl-CoA molecules are transported from the cytosol into
the mitochondria for lipid beta oxidation through the carnitine
shuttle system, which contains two carnitine acyltransferases
(CPT1, on the outer mitochondrial membrane, and CPT2, on the
inner mitochondrial membrane) and the carnitine acylcarnitine
transferase (CACT) that shuttles a fatty acylcarnitine inside the
mitochondrial matrix while a carnitine is shuttled back out
(Figure 1A). These components are conserved inDrosophila (see
Materials and Methods for fly specific gene names). Generally,
long-chain fatty acids (13–21 carbons) depend on the carnitine
shuttle while medium and short-chain-chain chain fatty acids (6–
12 carbons and fewer) can cross the mitochondrial membranes
freely (Rinaldo et al., 2002). Given the alterations in the carnitine
shuttle identified by metabolic profiling, we reasoned that
medium-chain fatty acids may be able to enter the mitochondria
and provide neuroprotection. To test this possibility, we fed
TDP-43 expressing larvae fly food supplemented with coconut
oil, which contains a mixture of medium-chain fatty acids at
varying concentrations, ranging from 0.5 to 2% (Figure 4A).
These experiments showed that TDP-43 dependent locomotor
defects are mitigated by 0.5% coconut oil for TDPWT (13.2
± 0.3 s on regular food (N = 143), vs. 10.5 ± 0.3 s on 0.5%

FIGURE 3 | Genetic interaction experiments show that CPT1 and CPT2 mitigate locomotor dysfunction caused by TDPWT and TDPG298S, in a variant dependent

manner. (A) CPT1 knock-down by RNAi (CPT1RNAi, using y1v1; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS00040}attP2/TM3, Sb1) mitigates TDPWT and TDPG298S larval

turning times. (B) CPT2 loss of function (CPT2f02667, using w1118; PBac{w[+mC]=WH}CPT2f02667/TM6B, Tb1) mitigates TDPG298S larval turning times. TDPWT or

TDPG298S were expressed in motor neurons using D42 GAL4. Genotypes as indicated. Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons test was used to calculate significance.

*Pvalue <0.05, **Pvalue < 0.01, ****Pvalue < 0.0001.
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FIGURE 4 | Medium-chain fatty acids and ketones mitigate TDP-43 dependent locomotor dysfunction in a Drosophila model of ALS. (A,B) Larval turning times, used

to measure locomotor deficits caused by TDPWT or TDPG298S, are rescued by feeding different medium-chain fatty acids [coconut oil (A) or ethyl heptanoate (B)]. (C)

Ketone (beta-hydroxybutyrate) feeding reduces larval turning times in ALS larvae. TDPWT or TDPG298S were expressed in motor neurons using D42 GAL4.

Genotypes and treatments as indicated. Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparisons test was used to calculate significance. *Pvalue < 0.05, **Pvalue < 0.01, ***Pvalue <

0.001, ****Pvalue < 0.0001.

coconut oil (N = 96), Pvalue < 0.0001) and 2% for TDPG298S

(15.3 ± 0.4 s on regular food (N = 145) vs. 11.3 ± 0.4 s on
2% coconut oil (N = 106), Pvalue < 0.0001). Notably, none
of the tested coconut oil concentrations affected the locomotor
function of w1118 control larvae (N = 87–122). While we
do not know the basis for the observed variant dependent
effect of coconut oil, these findings are consistent with the
more severe lipid metabolism defects found in the context of
TDPG298S.

Another medium-chain fatty acid that we tested is ethyl
heptanoate, a modified version of heptanoate, a seven

carbon fat previously used to successfully improve oxidative
phosphorylation in a SOD1 mouse model (Tefera et al., 2016).
The rationale for using this odd chain fatty acid is that it can
bypass the carnitine shuttle, and upon beta oxidation mediated
breakdown it generates acetyl-CoA that feeds directly into
the TCA cycle and propionyl-CoA that can be utilized as an
alternative fuel, also feeding into the TCA cycle (Borges and
Sonnewald, 2012; Tefera et al., 2017). These experiments show
that feeding 0.5% ethyl heptanoate significantly improves the
locomotor function of TDPWT larvae (from 13.5 ± 0.7 s on
regular food (N = 81) to 10.1 ± 0.4 s (N=85), Pvalue < 0.01)
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(Figure 4B). Neither 1% nor 2% ethyl heptanoate had an effect
on TDPWT locomotion (N = 36–83, data not shown). For
TDPG298S larvae, neither 0.5, 1, or 2% ethyl heptanoate had a
detectable effect on locomotor function (N = 42–99), possibly
due to the narrow concentration range we tested. We note that
when performing the Kruskall-Wallis test on TDPG298S and
w1118 controls only (ommiting TDPWT) the Pvalue for larval
turning on 0.5% ethyl heptanoate reaches statistical significance
(Pvalue = 0.03). No effect was detected in w1118 controls fed ethyl
heptanoate (N = 49–83).

Interestingly, feeding 2mM beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB)
improves locomotor function in both TDPWT (12.99 ± 0.5 s
on regular food (N = 30) vs. 9.97 ± 0.35 s on 2mM BHB
(N = 30), Pvalue < 0.01) and TDPG298S larvae (15.02 ± 0.72 s
on regular food (N = 30) vs. 11.68 ± 0.53 s on 2mM BHB
(N = 30), Pvalue < 0.05) while exerting no detectable effect
on w1118 controls (N = 30) (Figure 4C). This concentration
was chosen based on previous reports that BHB mitigates
phenotypes in a Drosophila model of seizures (Li et al., 2017).
Taken together, our findings support the notion that TDP-43
toxicity manifests at least in part through lipid oxidation defects,
and bypassing the carnitine shuttle by providing medium-chain
fatty acids or the ketone precursor BHB mitigates locomotor
dysfunction in our Drosophila model of ALS. Although we only
tested a limited range of concentrations our results indicate
the neuroprotective potential of medium-chain fatty acids and
the ketone precursor BHB. These data suggest a potentially
promising dietary intervention that provides alternative fuels
for improving oxidative phosphorylation and increasing ATP
production as previously shown for SOD1 mice (Tefera et al.,
2016).

DISCUSSION

Clinical observations of dyslipidemia, hypermetabolism and
weight loss in ALS (reviewed in 26) together with findings that
cellular energetics deficiency precedes denervation (reviewed
in Dupuis et al., 2011) suggest that metabolic dysregulation
correlates with and may contribute to disease progression.
Here we investigated metabolic changes in a Drosophila model
of ALS that recapitulates key features of the human disease
including the presence of insoluble TDP-43 complexes, synaptic
deficits, locomotor dysfunction and reduced lifespan (Estes et al.,
2011, 2013; Coyne et al., 2014, 2017). Although our Drosophila
model is based on TDP-43 overexpression, it remarkably
predicts molecular alterations in ALS spinal cords (Coyne et al.,
2014) or patient derived motor neurons (Coyne et al., 2017),
as well as confirms the limited neuroprotective potential of
pioglitazone as a therapeutic for ALS (Joardar et al., 2014).
Our metabolic profiling identifies several alterations in lipid
metabolism caused by either TDPWT or disease associated
TDPG298S; the accumulation of long-chain fatty acid carnitine
conjugates and the decrease in carnitine point to defects in
the carnitine shuttle. These defects may lead to detrimental
effects on ATP production, since long-chain fatty acid import
into the mitochondria is rate limiting for lipid beta oxidation.
Consistent with this, beta-hydroxybutyrate (BHB), a ketone
precursor resulting from lipid beta oxidation is significantly

decreased in the context of both TDPWT and TDPG298S

overexpression in motor neurons. These metabolite alterations
provide a plausible explanation for the deficit in ATP production
reported in ALS patients (Wiedemann et al., 2002). To further
probe the involvement of the carnitine shuttle in motor
neuron dysfunction we took a combined molecular, genetic
and dietary approach. Transcriptional profiling experiments
show that core components of the carnitine shuttle, CPT1,
CPT2 and CACT are altered when TDP-43 proteinopathy is
induced in motor neurons (see Figure 5 for model). The power
of the Drosophila model is based in part on the ability to
perform genetic interactions to probe the functional significance
of transcriptional alterations in the carnitine shuttle. Indeed,
reducing CPT1 levels in the context of TDPWT overexpression
in motor neurons by RNAi knock-down mitigates locomotor
defects. Similarly, reducing CPT2 dosage in the context of
TDPG298S overexpression in motor neurons provides a similarly
protective effect on locomotor activity. We note that since the
qPCR experiments were conducted using whole VNCs, which
comprise multiple cell types, our transcriptional profiling data
is likely an underestimation of the actual molecular changes due
to TDP-43 overexpression in motor neurons or glia specifically.
Additionally, these results suggest that although TDPWT and
TDPG298S cause overall similar ALS –like phenotypes, the
underlying molecular mechanisms are variant specific and
highlight the importance of understanding distinct types of ALS
when designing therapeutic approaches.

Even though the mechanism underlying expression
alterations of the carnitine shuttle remains to be determined, our
findings strongly suggest complex interactions between TDP-43
and the carnitine shuttle major components. Our data support
the hypothesis that carnitine conjugation and/or shuttling into
the mitochondria is impaired in a TDP-43 dependent manner.
Furthermore, dietary intervention with medium-chain fatty
acids or BHB supports the idea that bypassing the carnitine
shuttle provides alternative fueling sources for mitochondria
in disease. In addition to the possibility of being direct targets
of TDP-43, it is reasonable to suspect that abnormalities in
mitochondrial morphology may contribute to carnitine shuttle
deficits. Indeed, mitochondrial morphology has shown to be
altered in a TDP-43 knock-in mouse (Stribl et al., 2014) and
spinal cords from sporadic ALS patients (Sasaki and Iwata, 2007;
Khalil et al., 2017). Furthermore, mitochondrial aggregates found
in TDP mutant (TDPM337V) mice (Xu et al., 2011) may alter
the expression and localization of carnitine shuttle components.
Recently, TDP-43 was shown to localize to mitochondria and
disease associated mutations enhance this association in primary
motor neurons (Wang et al., 2013). Although these observations
have not been confirmed in follow up studies in transgenic
mice and patient fibroblasts (Onesto et al., 2016; Kawamata
et al., 2017), a potential direct role for TDP-43 in mitochondrial
homeostasis is an attractive scenario that requires further
investigation. Recent reports showing that no bioenergetic
defects are detectable in transgenic mice (TDPA315T) or patient
fibroblasts (Kawamata et al., 2017) are seemingly discrepant
from our findings, and remain to be resolved in future studies.
Although it is possible that differences in models and approaches
could explain this apparent discrepancy, the evidence of cellular
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FIGURE 5 | Model of mitochondrial dysfunction in ALS and proposed

interventions. Expression of TDPWT or TDPG298S in motor neurons causes

alterations in the expression of carnitine shuttle components (ALS

mitochondria, B) compared to controls (Healthy mitochondria, A). Blue dashed

line for CPT1 indicates an upward trend in transcript levels (Pvalue = 0.08).

These defects can be countered genetically, by reducing CPT1 in the context

(Continued)

FIGURE 5 | of TDPWT (inhibitory blue symbol), or reducing CPT2 in the

context of TDPG298S (inhibitory magenta symbol). Magenta asterisk indicates

a potential compensatory mechanism whereby CPT1 RNAi knock-down

mitigates TDPG298S locomotor phenotypes despite CPT1 mRNA being

reduced. Alternatively, dietary supplementation with medium-chain fatty acids

or beta-hydroxybutyrate bypasses carnitine shuttle dysfunction leading to

significant improvement in locomotor function (C, Lipid metabolism

interventions in ALS).

energetics deficits in ALS is compelling (Dupuis et al., 2011;
Schmitt et al., 2014).

Our findings that dietary intervention mitigates locomotor
dysfunction in Drosophila is consistent with previous reports
that heptanoate can improve the TCA cycle, albeit in a mouse
model of epilepsy (Hadera et al., 2014). Heptanoate acts as an
alternative neural fuel (Marin-Valencia et al., 2013), however, the
fact that the liver can also metabolize it to ketones can confound
its neuronal specific effects (Borges and Sonnewald, 2012). Our
coconut oil experiments are also consistent with findings that
high caloric diet, specifically, high fat had a positive effect on
weight maintenance in ALS patients (Dorst et al., 2013). This is
in contrast to a previous study showing that a high carbohydrate
diet is beneficial and leads to less adverse effects than a high fat
diet in patients (Wills et al., 2014). These contrasting findings
highlight the challenge of devising a precise formula, comprising
the right proportion of lipid types (e.g., medium and short-chain
fatty acids), for dietary intervention in patients.

Finally, the positive effects of BHB feeding are consistent
with a previous report that a ketogenic diet protects against
motor neuron death in SOD1 mice (Zhao et al., 2006). The
presence of high ketone levels in CSF or serum from ALS
patients (Blasco et al., 2010; Kumar et al., 2010) suggests that
in disease, metabolites may leak from the CNS. Taken together,
our findings and published reports of metabolic dysregulation
highlight the importance of reconciling cellular level with whole
organism, system level metabolic studies, and the importance of
model organism studies to increasing our understanding of cell
type specific (e.g., motor neurons and glia), in vivo metabolic
dysregulation associated with TDP-43 proteinopathy.
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Abstract Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis (ALS), is a fatal neurodegenerative disorder, with TDP-
43 inclusions as a major pathological hallmark. Using a Drosophila model of TDP-43 proteinopathy
we found significant alterations in glucose metabolism including increased pyruvate, suggesting
that modulating glycolysis may be neuroprotective. Indeed, a high sugar diet improves locomotor
and lifespan defects caused by TDP-43 proteinopathy in motor neurons or glia, but not muscle,
suggesting that metabolic dysregulation occurs in the nervous system. Overexpressing human
glucose transporter GLUT-3 in motor neurons mitigates TDP-43 dependent defects in synaptic
vesicle recycling and improves locomotion. Furthermore, PFK mRNA, a key indicator of glycolysis,
is upregulated in flies and patient derived iPSC motor neurons with TDP-43 pathology. Surprisingly,
PFK overexpression rescues TDP-43 induced locomotor deficits. These findings from multiple ALS
models show that mechanistically, glycolysis is upregulated in degenerating motor neurons as a
compensatory mechanism and suggest that increased glucose availability is protective.
DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.001

Introduction
Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) is a neurodegenerative disease affecting upper and lower motor

neurons resulting in progressive muscle weakness and eventual death (Hardiman et al., 2017). Cel-

lular metabolic defects arise early, and contribute to the clinical manifestation of systemic defects

that include weight loss, dyslipidemia, and hypermetabolism (reviewed in Dupuis et al., 2011;

Joardar et al., 2017). However, it is unclear how metabolic defects relate, or may contribute to

motor neuron degeneration.
Observations from both patients and animal models have begun to elucidate the mechanisms

that contribute to metabolic defects in ALS. Interestingly, the human brain relies on glucose as its

major energy source, and consumes ~20% of the body’s glucose derived energy

(Mergenthaler et al., 2013). Glucose metabolism defects have been previously reported in the fron-

tal lobe and the cortex of ALS patients (Ludolph et al., 1992), and in mutant SOD1 mouse models

of ALS (Browne et al., 2006; Miyazaki et al., 2012). Increasing glucose availability has been shown

to reduce protein misfolding and delay neuronal degeneration in C. elegans models of neurodegen-

eration (Tauffenberger et al., 2012). In a recent pilot study, a high caloric diet based on high carbo-

hydrate content has been shown to be well tolerated by patients, and reduce serious adverse events

in ALS patients (Wills et al., 2014). Taken together, these findings suggest that although defective
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glucose metabolism is still poorly understood in ALS, there lies a great opportunity to better under-

stand its relationship to disease and explore its potential as a therapeutic avenue.
Our lab has developed a Drosophila model of ALS based on overexpression of human TDP-43

that recapitulates multiple disease aspects including cytoplasmic aggregates, neuromuscular junction

(NMJ) abnormalities, lifespan, and locomotor defects (Estes et al., 2011; Estes et al., 2013). Impor-

tantly, the large majority of ALS patients (>97%) harbor TDP-43 cytoplasmic aggregates regardless

of etiology, highlighting the importance of understanding TDP-43 toxicity mechanisms (Ling et al.,

2013; Neumann et al., 2006). Here, we report that in a Drosophila model of TDP-43 proteinopathy,

glycolytic metabolites and genes are altered, and are consistent with increased glucose consump-

tion. Moreover, key genes responsible for driving glucose metabolism are upregulated in both

patient derived induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) motor neurons and postmortem patient spinal

cord tissue. In a fly model of TDP-43 proteinopathy, increased dietary glucose improves locomotor

function and increases lifespan when TDP-43 is expressed in the central nervous system but not

muscles. Additionally, genetic over-expression of human glucose transporters improves locomotor

function, mitigates neuromuscular junction defects, and improves lifespan in a variant dependent

manner. Finally, motor neuron overexpression of PFK, the rate limiting enzyme in glycolysis,

improves locomotor function, suggesting that upregulation of glycolysis is neuroprotective through

a compensatory mechanism in ALS. Together, our results show that increased glucose availability

protects motor neurons and improves overall outcome in models of TDP-43 proteinopathy.

Results

Glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathways are altered by TDP-43
expression in motor neurons
To decipher metabolic alterations in ALS, we employed a Drosophila model of TDP-43 proteinop-

athy that recapitulates key features of the human disease including locomotor dysfunction and

reduced survival (Estes et al., 2011; Estes et al., 2013). We conducted metabolomic profiling in

whole third instar larvae expressing TDP-43 in motor neurons (D42 >TDP-43WT or D42 >TDP-

43G298S) and controls (D42>w1118). These experiments showed significantly increased phosphoenol-

pyruvate (PEP) and pyruvate in both TDP-43WT and TDP-43G298S suggesting an increase in glucose

metabolism (PEP, Pvalue = 0.034 and pyruvate, Pvalue = 0.007 for TDP-43WT; PEP, Pvalue = 0.002 and

pyruvate, Pvalue = 0.009 for TDP-43G298S; see Figure 1 and Supplementary file 1). Interestingly,

pyruvate does not appear increased when endogenous TDP-43 is knocked down by RNAi in motor

neurons suggesting that this alteration is caused by TDP-43 proteinopathy (Figure 1—figure supple-

ment 1). In larvae expressing TDP-43G298S, we also found a decrease in ribulose/xylulose 5-phos-

phate (Pvalue = 0.011) in conjunction with increased sedoheptulose 7-phosphate (Pvalue = 0.008)

suggesting that increased glycolytic input into the Pentose Phosphate Pathway occurs in a variant

dependent manner (see Figure 1, Supplementary file 1). Taken together these findings suggest

that glucose metabolism is altered in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy, consistent with previous

reports of metabolite alterations such as increased pyruvate in plasma isolated from ALS patients

(Lawton et al., 2012).

Key glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathway enzymes are
upregulated by TDP-43 expression in motor neurons
An increase in glycolytic metabolites suggests a possible increase in glycolysis. To test this hypothe-

sis, we profiled the expression of multiple enzymes known to regulate flux through glycolysis and

the Pentose Phosphate Pathway. Phosphofructokinase-1 (PFK1; PFK in Drosophila) levels are consid-

ered to be rate-limiting and control the rate of glycolysis, thus PFK expression provides a reliable

determinant of flux for glucose breakdown (Tanner et al., 2018).
To measure the levels of PFK in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy we performed qPCR in ven-

tral nerve chords dissected from third instar larvae expressing TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S in motor

neurons (D42 >TDP-43) and w1118 controls. These experiments showed that PFK transcript levels are

increased in the context of TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S, albeit statistical significance was only achieved

in the mutant TDP-43 (37% increase, Pvalue = 0.06 for TDP-43WT and 59% increase, Pvalue = 0.014 for
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TDP-43G298S; see Figure 2A). These results suggest that flux through glycolysis is significantly

increased in motor neurons in the context of TDP-43G298S.
Finally, glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase (G6PD; Zw in Drosophila) was selected due to its

role as the commitment step for the pentose phosphate pathway (PPP). Zw transcript levels are

increased specifically in TDP-43G298S (37% increase, Pvalue = 0.012, see Figure 2B) but not TDPWT,

consistent with increased glycolytic influx through the PPP in the context of mutant TDP-43.

PFK transcript is upregulated in human tissue
To confirm that the changes in our Drosophila model of ALS have clinical relevance, we assayed the

transcript levels of PFK in human tissues and patient derived iPSC motor neurons. Humans have

three isoforms of PFK, namely PFKM, PFKL, and PFKP. Although all are present in the brain, PFKL is

expressed at lower levels (Human Brain Transcriptome: http://hbatlas.org/) thus we focused on PFKP

and PFKM. For human tissues we used spinal cords isolated from ALS patients with TDP-43 protein-

opathy and controls lacking neurological defects (see Supplementary file 2 for demographic infor-

mation). qPCR experiments show that both PFKP and PFKM levels are significantly increased in

human spinal cords (PFKP: 80% increase, Pvalue <0.001; PFKM: 55% increase, Pvalue = 0.014,

Figure 2C). iPSC motor neurons were derived from a patient harboring the TDP-43G298S mutation

and differentiated as previously described (Coyne et al., 2017). qPCR profiling from iPSC derived

motor neurons differentiated for 69–77 days (three independent differentiations, see

Supplementary file 3) showed a 58% increase in PFKP (Pvalue = 0.010; see Figure 2D) and a 45%

increase in PFKM (Pvalue = 0.036). These experiments show that glycolysis is also upregulated in

patient spinal cords and motor neurons consistent with our findings in the fly model. Similarly, G6PD

transcript levels are increased by 49% in spinal cords of ALS patients (Pvalue = 0.015; see Figure 2C)

and by 52% in patient derived motor neurons (Pvalue = 0.012: see Figure 2D).

Figure 1. Glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathways are altered by TDP-43 expression in motor neurons. (A) Metabolite changes in glycolysis for

whole larvae expressing TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S were analyzed using mass spectrometry (see Materials and methods). Green and red font represent

metabolites that are significantly changed compared to controls (w1118), as indicated. PEP and pyruvate were upregulated in both TDP-43WT and TDP-

43G298S expressing flies. Changes in the pentose phosphate pathway metabolites are specific to larvae expressing TDP-43G298S. (B, C, D) Significant
changes in select metabolites shown as box and whisker plots. Whiskers represent maximum and minimum values. Box edges represent upper and

lower quartiles. Median values are denoted by horizontal lines within each box. One-way ANOVA was used to identify metabolites that differed

significantly between experimental groups (N = 5).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.002

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 1:

Source data 1. Metabolic analysis.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.005

Figure supplement 1. Pyruvate measurements in whole larvae expressing RNAi knock-down constructs for the endogenous Drosophila TDP-43 (TBPH)

with the D42 GAL driver show no significant changes compared to w1118 controls.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.003

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Pyruvate assay.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.004
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TDP-43 proteinopathy alters the capacity of motor neurons to import
glucose
Our findings that TDP-43 expression in motor neurons alters glycolysis could be explained by an

effect on glucose flux. To evaluate the levels of glucose in motor neurons, in the context of TDP-43

proteinopathy, we used a genetically encoded, FRET based, glucose sensor, FLII12Pglu-700md6

(Fehr et al., 2003; Takanaga et al., 2008). The sensor comprises a bacterial glucose-sensing domain

and a pair of cyan and yellow fluorescent proteins that upon glucose binding, undergoes a confor-

mational change and allows FRET to occur (Figure 3A). This genetically encoded sensor has been

previously used in conjunction with the GAL4-UAS system in Drosophila to detect glucose flux and

distribution in various cell types within the fly ventral nerve cord (Volkenhoff et al., 2018).

Figure 2. Glycolytic enzymes are transcriptionally upregulated. qPCR profiling of PFK (A; N = 5) and G6PD (B;
N = 5) from ventral nerve cords of Drosophila. Human PFKP, PFKM, or G6PD mRNA levels were profiled in either

spinal cords (C; N = 8 control and 9 ALS cases) or human iPSCs (D; N = 3 differentiations). Kruskal-Wallis test was

used to identify significance.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.006

The following source data is available for figure 2:

Source data 1. Drosophila qPCR, ipsc neuron qPCR, and human spinal cord qPCR.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.007
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Upon stimulation with glucose, neurons expressing the glucose sensor alone or together with
TDP-43 showed a small but significant increase in the FRET/CFP ratio (Figure 3B,C). TDP-43WT

expressing neurons showed no significant difference in the FRET/CFP signal compared to controls

(Figure 3B,C, Pvalue <0.99). In contrast, TDP-43G298S expressing neurons showed a significant

increase in the FRET/CFP signal compared to controls (Figure 3B,C, Pvalue <0.001). These results

suggest that glucose flux is specifically enhanced in TDP-43G298S expressing neurons, and further

substantiate our findings that glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway are significantly

increased in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy.

Figure 3. TDP expressing neurons have altered capacity to import glucose. FRET based glucose sensor described in Volkenhoff et al. (2018) was

used to measure the glucose import capacity. Glucose sensor schematic described in (A). Ex – Excitation; Em – Emission. (B, C) TDP-43 expressing

neurons and controls were imaged to detect CFP and FRET signal. 12–14 neurons were imaged every 10 s for 20 min. Values shown are the mean of

12–14 individual cells (ROI) from two ventral nerve cords (B). Mean values for 5–10 min and 15–20 min time intervals were used to calculate the

‘baseline’ and ‘stimulated’ (‘Stim’) values respectively (C). Kruskal-Wallis test was used to calculate significance.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.008

The following source data and figure supplement are available for figure 3:

Source data 1. Glucose sensor data.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.010

Figure supplement 1. Raw images of glucose sensor (A) or glucose sensor in the context of TDP-43G298S (B).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.009
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A high glucose diet mitigates neuronal and glial induced TDP-43
toxicity
The alterations in glucose metabolism we have uncovered here could be a direct consequence of

TDP-43 proteinopathy, or alternatively, could reflect a coping mechanism. To distinguish between

these two scenarios, we fed TDP-43 expressing flies a high glucose diet. As we have previously

shown, the neuronal or glial expression of TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S caused locomotor defects as

indicated by increased larval turning time compared to controls (Estes et al., 2011; Estes et al.,

2013). Of note, a high glucose diet increased the larval turning time of control larvae, consistent

with previous reports that high sugar intake induces insulin resistance and obesity in flies

(Musselman et al., 2011; Na et al., 2013). In contrast, a high glucose diet improved the larval loco-

motor defect caused by either neuronal, or glial expression of TDP-43 (Figure 4A and Figure 4—fig-

ure supplement 1). Interestingly, we found that increasing the concentration of glucose five-fold or

higher rescued locomotor phenotypes caused by TDP-43 while no improvement was observed when

glucose is only increased by two-fold (Figure 4—figure supplement 1). Next, we examined the

effect of glucose on lifespan and found that the reduced survival caused by neuronal or glial expres-

sion of TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S was also significantly improved by feeding Drosophila a high sugar

(HS) versus a regular sugar (RS) diet (23.5 days for TDP-43WT on RF and 53 days for TDP-43WT on

HS, Pvalue<0.0001; 14.5 days for TDP-43G298S on RS and 41 days for TDP-43G298S HS, Pvalue<0.0001;

Figure 4B, Figure 4—figure supplement 2). Together, these results suggest that while a high sugar

diet is detrimental to control flies, it improves key hallmarks of motor neuron disease including loco-

motor dysfunction and reduced survival in ALS flies.

Overexpression of human glucose transporters mitigate TDP-43
dependent phenotypes in neurons or glia
Our results on a high sugar diet suggest that increased glucose availability is protective in our fly

model of ALS. However, because feeding can cause systemic effects, and to further probe the role

of glucose in our Drosophila model of ALS, we co-expressed TDP-43 and the human glucose trans-

porter GLUT-3 in motor neurons or glia. GLUT-3 is the primary glucose transporter of mammalian

neurons, and has a high capacity for glucose (Ferreira et al., 2011). Co-expression of GLUT-3 and

TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S, in either motor neurons or glia cells, improved the locomotor deficits

caused by TDP-43 expression alone (Figure 4C). Moreover, GLUT-3 expression in neurons improved

the locomotor ability of adult flies expressing TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S (as measured by negative

geotaxis assays, Figure 4—figure supplement 3). When using the standard log-rank test for analyz-

ing the survival data, lifespan was significantly increased when GLUT-3 was co-expressed with TDP-

43G298S in motor neurons, but not glial cells (18 days for TDP-43G298S and 30 days for TDP-43G298S,

Pvalue =<0.0001). However, when using the Mantel-Cox test, which weighs earlier deaths more signif-

icantly, we found that GLUT-3 overexpression increases lifespan when TDP-43G298S is expressed in

glial cells (43.5 days vs 51.5 days, Pvalue = 0.015). GLUT-3 had no effect on lifespan when TDP-43WT

was expressed in either motor neurons or glia. Importantly, GLUT-3 overexpression had no effect on

TDP-43 suggesting that its protective effect occurs through a mechanism independent of TDP-43

levels (see Figure 4—figure supplement 4). Together, these findings suggest that increased glucose

availability is protective in both motor neurons and glia but to a different extent that likely reflects

different metabolic capabilities of the two cell types.
Although GLUT-3 is the predominant glucose transporter in the brain, recently, the human glu-

cose transporter GLUT-4, an insulin dependent glucose transporter expressed primarily in muscle

has been shown to localize to the plasma membrane to support synaptic activity (Ashrafi et al.,

2017). To test whether GLUT-4 also modulates TDP-43 proteinopathy, we co-expressed GLUT-4 and

TDP-43 in either motor neurons or glia. Similar to GLUT-3, co-overexpression of GLUT-4 and TDP-

43WT or TDP-43G298S, in either motor neurons or glial cells, improved the locomotor deficits caused

by TDP-43 expression alone (Figure 4—figure supplement 5). Notably, while TDP-43 overexpres-

sion in muscle causes larval turning phenotypes, co-overexpression of either GLUT-3 or GLUT-4 in

muscle does not mitigate TDP-43 dependent locomotor deficits, suggesting that the primary meta-

bolic defect lies in the nervous system (Figure 4—figure supplements 2 and 5).
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Figure 4. A high glucose diet rescues neuronal TDP-43 toxicity in flies. TDP-43WT or ALS associated TDP-43G298S were expressed in MNs (using GAL4-

UAS). (A, B) Larval turning and lifespan assays for Drosophila fed a cornmeal based food containing either regular concentration of sugar (RS) or a high

sugar diet (HS:10x the standard amount of sugar). (C, D) Larval turning and lifespan assays for Drosophila expressing GLUT-3 on its own or with TDP-43,

as indicated. At least 30 larvae were tested in larval turning assays and on average 20 adults were assayed for survival. Kruskal-Wallis test and Log-rank

(Mantel-Cox) test was used to determine statistical significance for larval turning and survival curve respectively. * - p<0.05, ** - p<0.01, *** - p<0.001.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.011

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 4:

Source data 1. D4210x, 5x, 2x, 1x, 0x Glucose Larval Turning D42 AO; GLUT 3LT; GLUT3 survival; and HS survival.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.021

Figure supplement 1. Larval turning assays on regular cornmeal-molasses food supplemented with various amounts of glucose (2X, 5X or 10X, as

shown).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.012

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Glucose Larval Turning.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.013

Figure supplement 2. A high sugar diet or GLUT-3 overexpression are partially protective when TDP-43 is expressed in glia but not in muscles.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.014

Figure supplement 2—source data 1. (i) Glia HS LT; (ii) Glia HS SC; (iii) Glia Glut3 LT; (iv) GLUT3 Glia SC; (v) Muscle HS LT; (vi) Muscle Glut3 LT.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.015

Figure supplement 3. Negative geotaxis assay on adult flies expressing TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S alone or in conjunction with GLUT-3.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.016

Figure supplement 4. GLUT-4 overexpression mitigates locomotor defects when TDP-43 is expressed in motor neurons or glia but not muscles.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.017

Figure supplement 4—source data 1. Western Blot Quantifications.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.018

Figure supplement 5. Larval turning assays for GLUT-4 and TDP-43 overexpression in motor neurons (i), glia (ii) or muscles (iii).

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.019

Figure supplement 5—source data 1. GLUT 4 Glia LT; GLUT4 MN LT; and GLUT4 Muscle LT.

Figure 4 continued on next page
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TDP-43 dependent defects at the neuromuscular junction are rescued
by GLUT-3
We previously described defects at the Drosophila neuromuscular junction (NMJ) caused by neuro-

nal expression of TDP-43. These defects include a reduction in synaptic bouton number

(Coyne et al., 2014; Estes et al., 2013) and a reduction in synaptic vesicle endocytosis as indicated

by FM1-43 dye uptake experiments (Coyne et al., 2017). To test whether increased GLUT-3 could

also rescue morphological and functional defects at the larval NMJ, we co-expressed GLUT-3 and

TDP-43 in motor neurons. Co-expression of GLUT-3 rescued NMJ size as indicated by the total num-

ber of synaptic boutons in both TDP-43WT (Pvalue = 0.004) and TDP-43G298S (Pvalue = 0.023) express-

ing larvae (Figure 5A and C). Moreover, GLUT-3 overexpression partially restores synaptic vesicle

endocytosis deficits caused by TDP-43 (Figure 5B and D, Pvalue <0.001 for both TDP-43WT and TDP-

43G298S). Taken together, these results show that GLUT-3 expression in motor neurons mitigates

morphological and functional defects caused by TDP-43 at the NMJ and suggest that increased glu-

cose availability in motor neurons is neuroprotective in ALS.

Neuronal co-expression of PFK rescues TDP-43 induced toxicity
Increased PFK levels in conjunction with our findings that increased glucose availability is protective

suggest that increased glycolysis may be compensatory. To test this hypothesis, we directly manipu-

lated glycolysis genetically, either via PFK overexpression or RNAi knock-down, in the context of

TDP-43 proteinopathy. Overexpression of PFK alone in motor neurons negatively altered locomotor

activity suggesting that in normal neurons high glycolytic activity may be toxic (Figure 6A). However,

the co-expression of PFK with TDP-43WT or TDP-43G298S rescued locomotor defects to control levels

(Pvalue = 0.003 for TDP-43WT and Pvalue <0.001 for TDP-43G298S, Figure 6A). In contrast, PFK RNAi

knock-down had no significant effect on larval turning when expressed in motor neurons alone (53%

knock-down, Pvalue = 0.04, see Materials and methods). However, when PFK was knocked down by

RNAi in the context of TDP-43 proteinopathy we found that it significantly increased larval turning

times for TDP-43WT albeit it had no effect on TDP-43G298S (Pvalue <0.001 for TDP-43WT and

Pvalue = 0.767 for TDP-43G298S, Figure 6B). One possible interpretation for this variant dependent

effect is that the metabolic deficit of TDP-43G298S is so severe that it may be difficult to exacerbate

by further altering energy metabolism. Of note, a second PFK RNAi line (y(1) sc[*] v(1) P{y[+t7.7] v

[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS01324}attP2) was tested, but was lethal when expressed in motor neurons.
Similar to the experiments with motor neurons, the over-expression of PFK in glial cells causes a

locomotor defect, while the expression of two independent PFK RNAi lines has no effect on locomo-

tor activity as determined by larval turning assays (Figure 6—figure supplement 1). When PFK is

co-expressed in glial cells with TDP-43WT there is a slight but not statistically significant reduction in

larval turning (Pvalue >0.302) while it significantly mitigates TDP-43G298S (Pvalue = 0.001, Figure 6—

figure supplement 1). Moreover, the knockdown of PFK in conjunction with TDP-43WT significantly

impaired locomotor function when compared to TDP-43WT expression alone (Pvalue <0.001, Fig-

ure 6—figure supplement 1). PFK knock down did not affect TDP-43G298S expressing flies

Pvalue >0.057, Figure 6—figure supplement 1). Importantly, the protective effect of PFK overex-

pression in motor neurons does not occur via reducing TDP-43 levels (Figure 6—figure supplement

1). These results indicate that an increase in glycolysis, in either motor neurons or glial cells, can

ameliorate TDP-43 toxicity.

Compensatory upregulation of PFK transcript is not a consequence of
sequestration in TDP-43 insoluble complexes
Our findings of increased PFK mRNA levels and genetic interaction data with PFK support a protec-

tive compensatory mechanism (see Figure 7 for model). This could be in part explained by the ribo-

stasis hypothesis (Ramaswami et al., 2013) whereby PFK mRNA associates with TDP-43 in insoluble

complexes and as a result, transcription is upregulated to compensate for the amount of mRNA

sequestered and unavailable for translation. This however, does not seem to be the case, as soluble

Figure 4 continued

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.020
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Figure 5. TDP-43 dependent defects at the NMJ are rescued by GLUT-3. Third instar larvae NMJ from segment A3, muscle 6/7 were immunostained

for CSP and HRP (A) or analyzed for their ability to endocytose FM1-43 dye upon stimulation with 90 mM KCl (B). (A, C) Neuronal TDP-43 expression in

Drosophila neurons reduces the number of boutons (labeled with CSP and HRP (A, C) and reduces FM1-43 dye uptake (B, D). These morphological (A,
C) and functional (B, D) deficits are rescued by co-expression of GLUT-3. N = 7–10 larvae. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to identify significance.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.022

The following source data is available for figure 5:

Source data 1. Bouton count analysis and FM1-43 GLUT-3 analysis.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.023
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versus insoluble fractionation experiments do not support this hypothesis (Figure 7—figure supple-
ment 1). Surprisingly, PFK mRNA appears to be more soluble in the context of TDP-43WT versus
TDP-43G298S, consistent with different TDP-43 variants utilizing distinct pathomechanisms, as we
have previously reported (Coyne et al., 2017; Estes et al., 2013).

Discussion
It is widely known that ALS patients display gross metabolic dysregulation described as hypermetab-
olism (for a recent review, see Joardar et al., 2017). However, a major challenge in the field has
been to understand how these clinical observations relate to metabolic changes at the cellular level.
Here, we take advantage of cell type specific genetic tools available in Drosophila to pinpoint how
specific metabolic changes in neurons and glia relate to disease progression. Using metabolic profil-
ing we first found that the neuronal expression of TDP-43 increases the abundance of pyruvate, the
end product of glycolysis. Notably, this alteration is consistent with metabolite changes in plasma
from ALS patients (Lawton et al., 2012) and suggest an increase in glycolysis. Substantiating this
scenario is transcriptional profiling of ALS spinal cords and patient derived iPSC motor neurons
showing that just as in flies, PFK, the rate limiting step in glycolysis, is significantly upregulated (Fig-
ure 2). Interestingly, metabolic profiling in flies also suggests increased glycolytic input into the pen-
tose phosphate pathway (Supplementary file 1), which provides a mechanism for countering
oxidative stress via increased NADPH production (Kruger and von Schaewen, 2003). Supporting
this possibility are our findings that G6PD, the rate limiting enzyme of the pentose phosphate path-
way is upregulated in fly and human ALS ventral and spinal cords, respectively (Figure 2). Oxidative
stress is a well-established ALS manifestation (Barber and Shaw, 2010) and the most recent FDA

Figure 6. Co-overexpression of PFK rescues TDP-43 induced locomotor defects. (A) TDP-43WT or ALS associated TDP-43G298S were expressed in MNs

(using the GAL4-UAS system together with Drosophila UAS-PFK). (B) TDP-43WT or ALS associated TDP-43G298S were expressed in MNs (using the GAL4-

UAS system together with Drosophila UAS-PFKRNAi). N = 30 larvae. Kruskal-Wallis was used to determine statistical significance. * - P value < 0.05, ** - P

value < 0.01, *** - P value < 0.001.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.024

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 6:

Source data 1. PFK D42 LT.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.027

Figure supplement 1. Larval turning assays for PFK overexpression (i) or RNAi (ii) in the context of TDP-43 in glia.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.025

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. PFK Glia.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.026
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approved drug for treating ALS patients, Radicava, is aimed at countering this aspect of the disease

(Cruz, 2018). Collectively, molecular and metabolic alterations identified in the fly validate in patient

derived motor neurons and spinal cords, albeit the magnitude of the changes found in human ALS

tissues is often more dramatic and, at some level, more comparable with mutant TDP-43 dependent

phenotypes in flies. These findings highlight the predictive power of the fly model and its relevance

to studying disease pathomechanisms in humans.
Using a genetically encoded glucose sensor we show that TDP-43G298S expressing motor neurons

have increased capacity to import glucose (Figure 3). This is consistent with increased glycolysis and

its end product, pyruvate. It is unclear why despite finding that pyruvate is also increased in motor

neurons overexpressing TDP-43WT, we could not detect higher glucose uptake than in controls,

although this is consistent with PFK transcript levels trending up, yet not reaching significance in our

data set (Figure 2). A possible explanation is that while our model is based on TDP-43 expression

specifically in motor neurons or glia, the metabolite profiling was performed on whole larvae and

captured non-cell autonomous changes, occurring in cells other than motor neurons. Nevertheless,

taken together our data show that there is a clear dysregulation of glycolysis in TDP-43 expressing

Drosophila and patient tissue samples. Alterations in glucose metabolism may also be a feature of

multiple ALS types. Indeed, pre-symptomatic SOD1 mutant mice have been shown to have high glu-

cose levels in spinal cords; however, glucose levels gradually decrease as disease symptoms prog-

ress (Miyazaki et al., 2012). One question that remained is whether alterations in glucose

metabolism are compensatory or causative.
In an effort to address this question, we first increased glucose availability in Drosophila by raising

the dietary concentration of glucose (5–10 X higher than normal levels in standard fly food), which

mitigates locomotor defects and increases lifespan in ALS flies while making wild-type larvae slug-

gish (Figure 3). Interestingly, a high sugar diet only mitigates locomotor defects when TDP-43 is

expressed in motor neurons or glia but not muscles, indicating that the primary metabolic defect lies

in the nervous system and that muscles do not benefit from increased glucose availability (Figure 4

and Figure 4—figure supplements 2 and 5). This is somewhat surprising given that muscles nor-

mally rely on glycolysis for ATP production but is also consistent with findings that in ALS, muscles

switch to primarily using lipids and not glucose for energy production (Palamiuc et al., 2015).
This systemic approach, however, does not provide information on which cells specifically benefit

from increased glucose availability. To answer this question, we intervened genetically by overex-

pressing human glucose transporters GLUT-3 or GLUT-4 in motor neurons, glia or muscles (Figures 4

and 5 and Figure 4—figure supplements 2 and 5). These experiments showed that both GLUT-3

Figure 7. Proposed model showing PFK transcript levels increase in response to TDP-43 proteinopathy. (A)
Neurons from non-diseased patients. (B) ALS neurons showing an increase in PFK transcript levels. SV – synaptic

vesicle.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.028

The following source data and figure supplements are available for figure 7:

Figure supplement 1. Cellular fractionations from third instar larvae.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.029

Figure supplement 1—source data 1. Soluble fractionations.

DOI: https://doi.org/10.7554/eLife.45114.030
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and GLUT-4 rescued locomotor dysfunction of TDP-43 expressing larvae in the nervous system, but

not in muscles (Figure 4 and Figure 4—figure supplements 2 and 5) confirming our findings from

high sugar feedings. Furthermore, our findings that overexpression of either GLUT-3 or GLUT-4 can

help mitigate specific ALS-like phenotypes in flies are consistent with recent reports that both GLUT-

3 and GLUT-4 are required at synapses to regulate activity (Ashrafi et al., 2017; Ferreira et al.,

2011). Together, our dietary intervention and GLUT-3/4 overexpression experiments indicate that

increased glucose availability in motor neurons and glia confers protection in models of TDP-43 pro-

teinopathy, in a cell type dependent manner.
A possible explanation for why increased glucose availability improves defects caused by TDP-43

proteinopathy is that cells are actively consuming glucose to increase glycolytic flux. A recent study

using vertebrate cell lines suggests that glycolytic flux depends on four key steps. They include: (1)

glucose uptake by glucose transporters, (2) hexokinase levels, (3) PFK levels (and associated

enzymes), and (4) lactate export, but not other enzymes or steps involved in glycolysis

(Tanner et al., 2018). The co-over-expression of PFK mitigates TDP-43 defects in flies, and is consis-

tent with our GLUT-3 over-expression experiments (Figure 6). Surprisingly, PFK transcript levels

were higher in human ALS post-mortem tissues compared to controls, however protein levels in total

tissue homogenates were not significantly increased despite trending upwards (data not shown).

Nevertheless, our findings of increased PFK mRNA levels in flies and human tissues, and the genetic

interaction experiments support the notion that glycolysis is increased in ALS as a compensatory

mechanism (see Figure 7 for model).
The fact that neurons would compensate deficits in cellular energetics through increasing glycoly-

sis makes sense in the light of well-established defects in mitochondrial function. TDP-43 has been

previously shown to localize to the inner mitochondrial membrane of mitochondria (Wang et al.,

2016), and it has been shown to cause abnormally small mitochondria in Drosophila (Khalil et al.,

2017). Consistent with the importance of glycolysis in neurodegeneration, there are reports of SNPs

within PFK that are present in ALS patients but not in healthy controls (Rouillard et al., 2016;

Xie et al., 2014). Our findings that glycolysis is increased as a compensatory mechanism and this

confers neuroprotection is consistent with findings from a small clinical trial showing that a high calo-

ric high carbohydrate diet improves patient outcome (Wills et al., 2014) and also that patients with

diabetes have a later onset of disease (Kioumourtzoglou et al., 2015). While upregulation of glycol-

ysis decreases the dependence of the organism for ATP derived from mitochondria, it is also possi-

ble that increased glycolysis is improving organismal health through a different mechanism. For

example, pyruvate has been previously shown to protect mitochondria from oxidative stress

(Wang et al., 2007). Future studies should focus on the link between glycolysis, oxidative stress and

mitochondria in ALS.

Materials and methods

Key resources table

Reagent type
(species) or
resource Designation

Source or
reference Identifiers Additional information

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

w1118;UAS;TDPWT-
YFP

doi:
10.1242/dmm.
010710

TDPWT Stock maintained
by the Zarnescu
Laboratory

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

w1118;UAS-TDPG298S-
YFP

doi:
10.1242/dmm.
010710

TDPG298S Stock maintained
by the Zarnescu
Laboratory

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

w1118;UAS-GLUT-3 doi:
10.1371/journal.
pone.0118765

GLUT-3 Stock maintained
by the Liévens
Laboratory

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

UAS-HA-GLUT-4-GFP doi:
10.1371/journal.
pone.0077953

GLUT-4 Stock maintained
by the Pick
Laboratory

Continued on next page
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Continued

Reagent type
(species) or
resource Designation

Source or
reference Identifiers Additional information

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

UAS-FLII12Pglu-
700md6

doi:
10.1016/j.jinsphys.
2017.07.010

Glucose Sensor Stock maintained
by the Schirmeier
Laboratory

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

Motor neuron - D42-
GAL4 Driver

Bloomington FBst0008816

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

Repo- Glial GAL4
driver

Bloomington FBti0018692

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

Bg487 - Muscle
driver

Bloomington FBti0004407

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

TBPH RNAi Bloomington FBst0039014

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

TBPH RNAi Bloomington FBti0128633

Genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

PFK over
expression

Bloomington FBst0060675

genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

PFK RNAi Bloomington FBst0034336

genetic
reagent
(D. melanogaster)

PFK RNAi Bloomington FBst0036782 Used as second
RNAi line for glial
expression

Antibody DCSP-2 DSHB 6D6 1/300

Antibody Alexa Fluor 488
Phalloidin

ThermoFisher A12379 1/200

Antibody Alexa Fluor 568 Invitrogen A10037 1/500

Antibody Anti-HRP -CY5 Jackson Labs 123-165-021 1/200

Antibody GFP Monoclonal Takara 6326375 1/20000

Antibody GFP Polyclonal ThermoFisher A-11122 1/1000

Antibody b-Actin Cell Signaling 4967 1/1000

Antibody b-Tubulin Millipore Sigma Mab3408 1/1000

Commercial
assay or kit

Pyruvate Assay Kit abcam ab65342

Chemical
compound

FM 1–43 Dye ThermoFisher T3163 4 mM

Other Primer: Human
Phosphofructokinase
P (PFKP)

ThermoFisher Assay ID
Hs00242993_m1

Other Primer: Human
Phosphofructokinase
M (PFKM)

ThermoFisher Assay ID
Hs00175997_m1

Other Primer: Human G6PD ThermoFisher Assay ID
Hs00166169_m1

Other Primer: Human
GAPDH

ThermoFisher Assay ID
Hs99999905_m1
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Drosophila genetics
Standard crosses were incubated at 25˚C with a 12 hr alternating dark-light cycles. (i) w1118 (ii) w1118;

UAS-TDP43WT-YFP (iii) w1118; UAS-TDP43G29S8-YFP (iv) UAS-GLUT3 flies were crossed with the

GAL4 motor neuron driver D42. GLUT3 TDP-43 recombinant flies were generated using standard

genetic techniques. GLUT3 flies were described in Besson et al. (2015).
TDP-43 was expressed in motor neurons and glia using the D42 GAL4 (Gustafson and Boulianne,

1996) and repo GAL4 (Sepp et al., 2001) drivers, respectively. w1118 was crossed with either the

D42 or repo GAL4 drivers as a control. Endogenous TDP-43 was knocked down via RNAi using y[1] v

[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS01932}attP40 and y[1] v[1]; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HM05194}

attP2.
To manipulate PFK, we used w1118; P{w[+mC]=UAS Pfk.T}3 for over expression, and y1 sc* v1; P{y

[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP.HMS01324}attP2 or y1 sc* v1; P{y[+t7.7] v[+t1.8]=TRiP .GL00298}attP2 (Line 2,

viable only in glial expressing flies) for PFK knock down. attP2 was used as a genetic background

control for PFK RNAi knock-down experiments. All lines were obtained from the Bloomington Stock

Center.
PFK RNAi efficiency was assayed by crossing PFK RNAi to D42 GAL4. Ventral nerve cords were

dissected and analyzed via qPCR (see below for primers). A Welch’s t-test was used to identify

significance.

Fly food supplementation
Standard yeast/cornmeal/molasses food was heated and then allowed to cool to 55–60˚C. For high

sugar supplementation, additional glucose was added to reach a final concentration of 357 g/L (10X

compared to regular food). Supplemented food was dispensed into vials and allowed to cool.

Locomotor assays
Larval turning assays were performed as previously described (Estes et al., 2011; Estes et al.,

2013). Briefly, larvae are placed on a petri dish filled with solidified agar (2.5%) and grape juice.

Third instar larvae are transferred from a vial onto the agar/juice surface and are allowed to accli-

mate. Using a clean paintbrush, larvae are turned ventral side up. The time it takes for larvae to turn

themselves ventral side down and make a forward motion is recorded. Larval turning data were ana-

lyzed using Kruskal-Wallis multiple comparison tests (GraphPad Prism v8). Negative geotaxis assays

on adult flies were performed by using TDP-43 expressing flies with a milder phenotype/lethality.

TDP-43WT and TDP-43G298S flies were previously described in Khalil et al. (2017). Briefly, TDP-43

and GLUT-3 were expressed in neurons with the pan neuronal driver, elav GAL4. Female flies of 11

day old were anesthetized with CO2 and placed in a plastic column (diameter 1.3 cm) with a mark at

22 cm. After 20 min recovery, flies were gently tapped to the bottom of the column. Then the per-

centages of flies reaching the 22 cm mark or remaining at the bottom were counted after 60 s. The

test was repeated three times and results were averaged. The data are the mean of at least six trials

and are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical comparisons were performed using one-way ANOVA

followed by Tukey’s multiple-comparison test.

Metabolite analysis
Metabolomic analysis was conducted by Metabolon, Inc as previously described (Joardar et al.,

2015; Manzo et al., 2018). Briefly, 50–60 wandering third instar larvae (~50–60 mg) per sample

were collected and flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen. A total of 5 replicates per genotype were col-

lected. Samples were analyzed by ultrahigh performance liquid chromatography/mass spectrometry

(UHPLC/MS), or by gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS). One-way ANOVA was used to

identify biochemicals that differed significantly between experimental groups.

Pyruvate measurements
Pyruvate was measured using the Pyruvate Assay Kit (Abcam-ab65342) as per manufacturer’s instruc-

tions. In brief, 20 3rd instar larvae per genotype were analyzed in three biological replicates. Stan-

dard curve was generated kit provided reagents. Results are shown (Figure 1—figure supplement

1) in nmoles/microliter.
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RNA isolation, cDNA preparation and qPCR cDNA protocol has been previously described
(Manzo et al., 2018). Briefly, five ventral nerve cords (VNCs) were isolated from third instar larvae

per genotype using HL-3 saline buffer (70 mM NaCL, 5 mM KCl, 22 mM MgCl2, 10 mM NaHCO3, 5

mM trehalose, 115 mM sucrose, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.3). RNA was extracted using the RNeasy RNA

Extraction Kit (Qiagen) and stored at !80˚C. Genomic DNA (gDNA) was cleared using a DNase I

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) digestion protocol. Following gDNA clearing, reverse transcription was

performed using the Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-qPCR (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

The quality of the cDNA was tested using GPDH primers (see below for sequence) and GoTaq end-

point polymerase chain reaction (PCR) protocol (Promega). Quantitative PCR was performed using a

SYBR Green protocol (Applied Biosystems) and primers designed to span exon-exon junctions. Each

reaction was conducted in 3–6 biological replicates with three technical replicates each. DDCT values

are normalized to GPDH (Pfaffl, 2001).The Kruskal-Wallis test was used to assess statistical signifi-

cance in GraphPad Prism v8. Protocols for human tissue RNA isolation and cDNA preparation have

been previously described (Bakkar et al., 2018). RT-PCR was performed using TaqMan Gene

Expression Assays following the TaqMan Fast Advanced Master Mix protocol (Applied Biosystems)

on the QuantStudio 6 Flex instrument (Applied Biosystems).

Primer sequences and taqman probes

Drosophila Phosphofructokinase (PFK): Forward primer - TGGACGAGCTGGTCAAGAAC; Reverse
primer - CCACAAGAGCTAAATAGCCG
Drosophila G6PD (Zw): Forward primer - AAGCGCCGCAACTCTTTG; Reverse primer -
AGGGCGGTGTGATCTTCC
Drosophila GPDH: Forward primer - CCGCAGTGCTTGTTTTGCT; Reverse primer – TA
TGGCCGAACCCCAGTTG
Human Phosphofructokinase P (PFKP): Assay ID Hs00242993_m1
Human Phosphofructokinase M (PFKM): Assay ID Hs00175997_m1
Human G6PD: Assay ID Hs00166169_m1
Human GAPDH: Assay ID Hs99999905_m1

Glucose sensor
Third instar larval brains where dissected in HL3-buffer (70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 10

mM NaHCO3, 115 mM sucrose, 5 mM trehalose, 5 mM HEPES; pH 7.1). Of note, the glucose sensor

is not sensitive to trehalose (Volkenhoff et al., 2018). Larvae were pinned down on a Sylgard plate

using insect pins and cleaned so that the ventral nerve cord is clearly visible. A 40x water immersion

lens was used to image larvae individually. For glucose stimulation, HL3-buffer was removed and

replaced with 5 mM glucose supplemented HL3 (70 mM NaCl, 5 mM KCl, 20 mM MgCl2, 10 mM

NaHCO3, 115 mM sucrose, 5 mM glucose, 5 mM HEPES, pH 7.1).
Fluorescent images were acquired using a Zeiss LSM880 NLO upright multiphoton/confocal

microscope. CFP was excited using a 405 nm laser, and images were acquired in both the CFP (CFP

465–499 nm) and the FRET (535–695 nm) detection channels.
Data was analyzed using ImageJ with a drift correction plugin turboreg (Thévenaz et al., 1998).

Regions of interest (ROIs) were manually selected and the mean grey value of each ROI was

extracted. The mean grey values for the FRET and CFP channels was taken to calculate the FRET

ratio (F/C), which corresponds to the intracellular glucose concentration.
Each ROI was imaged every 10 s for 10 min (baseline) and then for another 10 min under high glu-

cose HL-3 (stim; see Figure 3—figure supplement 1 for representative examples). Each FRET ratio

was normalized to the mean baseline value for each genotype. For baseline vs stim comparisons

(Figure 3B), the normalized FRET ratio of each ROI was taken from minutes 5–10 and minutes 15–

20.

Western blots
TDP-43 was detected via its YFP tag using either the Clontech/Takara Living Colors GFP monoclonal

antibody (6326375) at 1:1000 (for Figure 4—figure supplement 4) or the ThermoFisher polyclonal

antibody (A-11122) at 1:1000 (for Figure 6—figure supplement 1). For normalization we used either

the Cell Signaling polyclonal rabbit anti b-Actin antibody (4967) at a 1:1000 dilution or the Millipore
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Sigma monoclonal antibody against beta tubulin (Mab3408) at 1:1000. 5% milk was used as blocking
agent for all westerns.

FM1-43 experiments
Larvae are dissected in HL-3 buffer on a sylgard dish as previously described. FM1-43 dye uptake
assays were conducted using 4 mM FM1-43FX, 90 mM KCl, and 2 mM Ca2+ for stimulation. Methods
adapted from Kuromi and Kidokoro (2005) and Verstreken et al. (2008). To determine dye uptake
signal, the background-corrected fluorescence for every synaptic bouton was calculated by subtract-
ing the mean background fluorescence of cell-free regions equal in size to the synaptic bouton.

Bouton counts
Larval NMJs were dissected and fixed with 3.5% paraformaldehyde in PBS (pH 7.2: 130 mM NaCl, 5
mM Na2HPO4, 5 mM NaH2PO4) for 30 min. Antibody dilutions are as follows: 1:300 mouse anti-
DCSP2 (DSHB), 1:500 anti-mouse Alexa Fluor 568 (Invitrogen), 1:200 Anti-HRP-CY5 conjugate (Invi-
trogen), and 1:40 Phalloidin-488 (Invitrogen). Blocking solution contained 2% BSA and 5% Normal
goat serum. Methods have been previously described in Coyne et al. (2014).

Larval muscles 6 and 7, segment A3, were imaged using an LSM 880 confocal microscope (Zeiss).
NIH ImageJ was used to count bouton numbers and measure muscle area. Bouton count was nor-
malized to muscle area to account for size variation.

iPSC methods
Control iPSC and TDP-43 iPSC cells were differentiated to motor neurons as previously described
(Donnelly et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2016).

Cellular fractionations
To generate cellular fractions, 25 Third instar wandering larvae were flash frozen, followed by
homogenization in Trizolreagent using the Bullet Blender Bead Lysis Kit Green in conjunction with a
Bullet Blender Blue 24. Homogenates were then centrifuged at 2000 x g for 3 min. The supernatant
was separated from both the fat layer and the beads then it was further centrifuged at 25,000 g for
30 min. The resulting supernatant is the soluble fraction and the insoluble fraction is generated by
resuspending the pellet in urea buffer (30 mM Tris, 7 M Urea, 2 M Thiourea, 4% CHAPS, 1X Protease
Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche), 0.5 mM PMSF, 40 units/ml RNAsin plus, pH 8.5). RNA was isolated from
inputs and the cellular fractions utilizing the manufactured described protocol for Trizol reagent.
cDNA was then generated utilizing Thermoscientific Maxima First Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit for RT-
qPCR. RT-qPCR was conducted on the StepOnePlus RT-qPCR machine utilizing Sybr reagents.

Statistics
All statistical analyses for locomotor assays or qPCR comprising three or more data sets were con-
ducted using Kruskal-Wallis with uncorrected Dunn’s test in Prism v8.0 (GraphPad). When only two
data sets were compared, either Welch’s test or Wilcoxon signed-rank test were used. Biological
replicates for qPCR and metabolomics are defined as independent sample collections per genotype,
from independent genetic crosses. All qPCR experiments included three technical replicates per bio-
logical replicate. Outliers were removed using ROUT method (Q = 1%) in Prism v8.0.
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SUPPLEMENTAL TABLES, AND FIGURES: 

 

Supplemental tables 

Supplemental Table 1. Summary of carbohydrate metabolites in TDP-43WT 

and TDP-43G298S compared to w1118 controls.  

Supplemental Table 2. Summary of demographic information for patient 

samples used to quantify PFKP, PFKM and G6PD.  

Supplemental Table 3. Summary of iPSC MNs used to quantify PFKP, PFKM 

and G6PD. 

 

Supplemental figures 

 Supplemental Figure 1 (corresponds to Figure 1 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 3 (corresponds to Figure 3 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 4A (corresponds to Figure 4 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 4B (corresponds to Figure 4 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 4C (corresponds to Figure 4 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 4D (corresponds to Figure 4 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 4E (corresponds to Figure 4 in main text) 

 Supplemental Figure 6 (corresponds to Figure 6 in main text) 

Supplemental Figure 7 (corresponds to Figure 7 in main text) 
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Supplemental Table 1. Summary of carbohydrate metabolites in TDP-43WT and 
TDP-43G298S compared to w1118 controls. Altered metabolites in third instar larvae 
crossed with the motor neuron driver D42 GAL4 were measured using gas or liquid 
chromatography followed by mass spectrometry. Red and green colored cells indicate 
statistically significant changes (Pvalue < 0.05) that are increased and decreased, 
respectively. Light red and light green colored cells indicate upward or downward trends, 
respectively (Pvalue < 0.1).  
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Supplemental Table 2. Summary of demographic information for patient samples 

used to quantify PFKP, PFKM and G6PD.  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Group/ID Race Gender Age PMI (hrs)
CON 1 W M 22 6
CON 2  - F 71 5
CON 3  - M 72 7
CON 4 W F 57 32
CON 6 W F 53 4
CON 7 W F 51 5
CON 8 W F 57 11
CON 9 W M 76 13
ALS 1 W F 68 1
ALS 2 W M 69 10
ALS 3 W F 73 11
ALS 4 W M 53  -
ALS 5 W F 62 4
ALS 6 W M 53 5
ALS 7 W F 76 6
ALS 8 W F 63 5
ALS 9 W M 67 8

PMI = post-mortem interval; CON = Non-neurologic disease control
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Supplemental Table 3. Summary of iPSC MNs used to quantify PFKP, PFKM and 
G6PD. 
Cell lines used for qPCR analysis are shown.  
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Supplemental Figure 1  
 
Pyruvate measurements in whole larvae expressing RNAi knock-down constructs for the 
endogenous Drosophila TDP-43 (TBPH) with the D42 GAL driver show no significant 
changes compared to w1118 controls. Pvalue=0.092 (Student’s t test). 
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Supplemental Figure 3 

Raw images of glucose sensor (A) or glucose sensor in the context of TDP-43G298S (B). 

Sections shown are taken through the ventral nerve cord 7.5 min post mounting 

(baseline) and 7.5 min post stimulation (Glucose stim), as indicated. See Materials and 

Methods for details on imaging and analyses. Scale bar as shown.  
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Supplemental Figure 4A. Larval turning assays on regular cornmeal-molasses food 

supplemented with various amounts of glucose (2X, 5X or 10X, as shown). Genotypes 

as indicated. N=30 larvae. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine statistical 

significance.  
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Supplemental Figure 4B. (i, ii) Larval turning assays (i) and lifespan assays (ii) on a 

high sugar diet (HS) compared to a regular sugar diet (RF). Genotypes as indicated. (iii 

and iv) Larval turning assays (iii) and lifespan assays (iv) for GLUT-3 overexpression 

alone or in conjunction with TDP-43. Genotypes as indicated. (v and vi) Larval turning 

assays on HS versus RF (v) or in the context of GLUT-3 and TDP-43 overexpression in 

muscles (vi). Kruskal-Wallis test was used for larval turning assays and Log-rank or 

Mantel-Cox tests were used for lifespan assays to determine significance. 
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Supplemental Figure 4C. Negative geotaxis assay on adult flies expressing TDP-43WT 

or TDP-43G298S  alone or in conjunction with GLUT-3. The percent of flies that reach the 

top of the column are shown after 60 sec. Gene expression was specifically targeted in 

all neurons by using the elav GAL4 driver. Statistical comparisons were performed using 

one-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s multiple-comparison test. 
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Supplemental Figure 4D. i. Western blot of ventral nerve cords probing for TDP-43-
YFP and β-actin. D42 motor neuron driver was used to express TDP-43 in motor 
neurons. ii. Quantification of 3 western blot bioreplicates. Protein levels measured by 
GFP western blot (to detect TDP-YFP) are shown as a ratio between GLUT-3-TDPWT-
YFP to TDPWT-YFP alone and GLUT-3-TDPG298S-YFP to TDPG298S-YFP alone.   
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Supplemental Figure 4E. Larval turning assays for GLUT-4 and TDP-43 

overexpression in motor neurons (i), glia (ii) or muscles (iii). Genotypes as indicated. 

N=30 larvae. Kruskal-Wallis test was used to determine statistical significance.  
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Supplemental Figure 6. Larval turning assays for PFK overexpression (i) or RNAi (ii) in 
the context of TDP-43 in glia. Genotypes as indicated. N=30 larvae. Kruskal-Wallis test 
was used to determine statistical significance. iii. Western blot of ventral nerve cords 
probing for TDP-43-YFP and tubulin. D42 motor neuron driver was used to express 
TDP-43 in motor neurons. ii. Quantification of 3 western blot bioreplicates. Protein levels 
measured by GFP western blot (to detect TDP-YFP) are shown as a ratio between PFK 
OE - TDPWT-YFP to TDPWT-YFP alone and PFK OE - TDPG298S-YFP to TDPG298S-YFP 
alone.   
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Supplemental Figure 7. Cellular fractionations from third instar larvae. TDPWT (A) or 

TDPG298S (B) were fractionated (see supplemental materials and methods above) and 

PFK transcript levels in the urea fraction were quantified and normalized to controls 

(w1118). Wilcoxon ranked sum test was used to perform statistics. 	
 

 
 


